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Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on can at
any K. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
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J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1901.
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practical agricultural topic·

A Positive

Wealth of Our Farms.
Id view of the vast increase that has
taken place during the past decade in
the number and wealth of our industrial
establishments and in the value of our
manufactured product·, it will be surprising to many people to learn that our
farms still greatly exceed in value and as
a source of revenue every other source
of wealth, not even excluding oar great
manufacturing enterprises. The wealth
production of the farms of the United
States reached in 1905
the highest
amount ever attained in this or any other
country, the total figure being nearly six
and one-half billiou dollars. Pour of the
crops reached new records as to value,
namely, corn, hay, wheat and rice.
Corn exceeds previous yields both in
amount and in price, and hav, wheat and
rice reached new figures as to vslue only.
The general average of production was
high in the case of every crop, and the
prices ran higher still. The secretary of
agriculture estimate· that in addition to
the enormous yield of wealth, the farms
of the country have themselves increased in value during the past five years by
over six billions of dollars; and he puts
the matter dramatically when he states
that with every going down of the sun
during the past five years, there has
been registered an increase of three million four hundred thousand dollars in
the value of the farms of the country.
An analysis of the principal crops for
the year shows that corn reached its
highest production with 2,708,000,000
bushels, a clear gain of 42,000,000 bushels over the very profitable year of 1899.
The hay crop is valued at 006 million
dollars; cotton at 575 millions; wheat at
525 millions: oats, 282 millions; potatoes,
138 millions; barley, 58 millions, and tobacco at 52 million dollars. Very remarkable is the increase of 54 million
dollars in the value of dairy products,
which reached the total valuation of 665
million dollars. The farmer's hen, says
the secretary, is becoming s worthy
companion to the cow, the annual production of eggs being now 20 billions.
Poultry products have climbed to a value
of over half a billion dollars, so that
poultry competes with wheat for precedence. The total value of horses is
estimated at 91,200,000,000. There are
over 17 1-2 million milch cows, valued at
nearly half a billion dollars. During
the year farm produce to the value of
827 million dollars was exported. During the last sixteen years the domestic
exports of farm products have amounted to 12 billion dollars, or one billion
dollars more than enough to buy all the
railroads of the country at their commercial valuation. Clear evidence of
the prosperity of the farmer is seen in
the fact that under a recent amendment
of the national banking law, allowing
the establishment of banks with a capitalization of less than $50,000, there have
been 1,754 such banks established in the
last year, nearly every one of which,
says the secretary, is located in a rural
community and the capital furnished by
farmers. For the first time in the financial history of the South, the deposits
in that region exceed one billion dollars. Should there be no relapse from
his present position as a wealth producer, three years hence the farmer will
tind tuat the farming element, which
forms thirty-live per cent of the population, has produced an amount of wealth
within the preceding ten years equal to
oue-lialf of the entire national wealth
produced in three centuries.—Scientific
American.
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other lands, we would still be a poor
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York. nation, and the farmer would be hardly
more than the peasant be is in other
lands.
But the American farmer has had the
genius of his race and has been forward
He has been
to try every new thing.
so forward that the confidence man has
fouud him an easy being to fleece; but it
Jeweler and Graduate
is better to be fleeced once in a while
than to make no progress at all. Every
new machine that appear· on the market should be thoroughly investigated
before purchase or rejection. Happily
at this lime we have sixty experiment
stations, at each one of which are men
that understand farm machinery. At
some of these statious are large collections of farm machiuery, and in several
have
schools
instances agricultural
courses, including the study of farm maAny farmer that wants inchinery.
formation concerning a new or an old
can
machine
get it by writing to the exstation of his state. The experiment
YOUR
TOO TO SCSD US
perimenters are a little backward about
condemning or approving machines, because they do not care to have their reau·! have thim made Into handsome,
ports used as advertisement*, but the
desirable
inquirer that is playing fair can usually
find out what he wants to about the
quality of a machine. This is especially true of machines that have little or
at about one-half the coat of any rug
no merit.
M.
you can buy- Semi for booklet
The American farmer has made progNOVELTY RUQ CO.,
ress by this readiness to use farm maj68 Congress Str«t,
chinery, and he will make further progMAINE.
Good farm maPORTLAND.
ress in the same way.
chinery is more abundant to-day than
ever before, and we believe that there
are fewer poor machines on the market
than ever before. This is a cause for
congratulation on the part of the American farmer.—Farmer's Review.
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Meat Market.
Fresh meats of all kinds

constantly on

hand.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty. I
Fresh tish arrives every Monday afternoon

Thursday morning.
shipping live stock every week.l
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and paying full market price.
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One Somerset County Orchard.
consisting of 1,300 trees,
owned by Sheldon H. Beat of Cornville,
An orchard

situated on the northern slope of »
high hill of rooky soil. Nine hundred
of these trees produced 2,100 bushels of
marketable apple· last season. The
other four hundred are Ben Davia, set
seven years ago.
They have made remarkable growth, and are thrifty looking trees. Three hundred bushels were
picked from them this year.
The principal varieties are Baldwin,
Ben Davis, and Northern Spy, with a
few Stark and some small fruit. Part
of these trees were native grown, and
part from New York nurseries. The
first setting was sixteen by twenty feet,
but the later ones were twenty-seven
feet apart, each way. The orchard has
been fertilized with commercial fertilizers and barnyard dressing.
Corn was planted the first five years;
grain was raised two years, then the hay
was cut for two years, and since that
time, it has been pastured to sheep and
hogs. The owner prefers the hogs, for
they not only get their own living and
eat all the wormy apples, but their natural propensity to root the soil, takes
the place of the plow, to a great extent. He haa pastured twenty with
good results. The only attention they
received was to have water given them.
For the last few years, he has shipped
his apples to England, through an English agent in Boston, and feels satisfied
that he gets better results than to sell
at home.
In the foregoing facts, so simply set
forth, there is a weight of argument
favorable to apple growing in Maine,
that should encourage thousands of our
readers to go to work systematically
to enlarge their orchard operations.
Nothing in the nature of indiscriminate
planting is advised, but there should be
a general advance in area devoted to
orcharding, and in conjunction, a determination to treat the trees set, to
generous care and feeding, which practice is demonstrating in hundreds of
cases to win gratifying success.—Maine
Parmer.
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Handling Farm Manures.
Daily removing manure and spreading

it on the land is a practice often recommended, aud I do not condemn if a person wants and can afford to do it that
harnessway. But the timo taken up in
inir and unharnessing for one load when
it would take no longer to do it for
twenty loads, and the more or less
wasteful practice of applying manure at
times when it cannot readily be incorporated with the soil, but must be
subject, for a greater or less period, to
influence of washing from
the

wasting

Maine Barns and Barn Cellars..
The winter season affords time for the
study of farm problème that easily get
overlooked during the busy months of
Held work on the farm. Much of the
winter work is with the stock at the
barns. The health and thrift of the stock
in hand, therefore, comes up as the first
thing, in order for observation and
studv. A common plan characterizes
nearly all modern Maine barns. Nowhere in the broad country is there to
be found such a succession of uniformly
large, well-built and nicely finished
barns as in the farming towus of Maine.
The typical Maine barn has a cellar or

side, on a
the surrounding lot, and
the
other end,
entrance at

basement, opening
level

with

iffording

an

for manure,

on

one

easy incline, to the main floor.
The feeding floor extends through the
middle of the barn, with room for the
storage of hay and for the silos on one
side, and the tie-up for cattle on the
other. The droppings of the cattle are
passed through scuttles in the floor to
the cellar or basement beneath. The
front of the tie-up next the feeding floor
is left open to the main part of the barn,
it if sheathed up, has wide and continuous traps through which the cattle
The whole barn, including the
ue fed.
tie-up, is ventilated through ventilators,
opening out of the apex of the roof.
Farmers here in Maine believe that a
barn constructed after the plan outlined, is well suited to the purposes for
which it is designed. But the plan does
not seem to meet the approval of theorists and specialists who pose as representatives of the advanced knowledge of
the day in sanitation, as connected with
iomestic animals. The depositing of
the manure in the cellar beneath the
:attle is condemned, while the opening
jf the cattle quarters to the main barn
contaminates the fodders stored therein
ind damages them for use as stock food.
—Maine Farmer.
an

an

the Order of Nature.
It is the process of uature, says Prof.
J. W. Sanborn, to succeed oue forest
jtop or vegetable growth with another.
Timothy grass, sown by the farmer, is

Crop Rotation

succeeded by red top and so on.
Rotation is the order of nature, and the
Farmer in order to get the best results
this
must adopt
system. Even in
mediaeval times the farmers followed
ιοοη

tome

kind

of rotation.

Here

iu New

Kngland, in the earlier days, corn, oats,
bay was the ordinary rotation. At the
present time we must guard against the

idea that science has made rotation unnecessary with a varying root development. No two kinds of plants operate
in the same soil strata, or take from
the soil the same elements in food. ▲
well ordered rotation also distribute·
the labor on the farm and it is a well
sstablished principle that the best system of farming is that which employs
jrour team and men to the best advantage every day in the year.
Prof. Sanborn gives as the rotation
tie has adopted and in the carrying out
of which he keeps 50 per cent of his
land under the plow, one covering eight
fears as follows: First, oorn; second,
MU ana peu; taira, ciover; louriu, μνtatoee; tiftb, Hungarian; sixth, timothy; eeventb, also timothy; eighth, pasture.
Till b oadly aod fertilize freely,
should be the rule of the American
farmer; always remembering that till»ge itself is manuring in a measure,
rhere is no spot on earth where the
aatural productions of the soil will support a civilization; and the most thor)ugh cultivation of the soil is the inivi table accompaniment of the highest

jiviliaation.

Brains I· Farming.

England Farmer never loses
opportunity to say a good word for

The New
in

who are industriously engaged in solving by practical
experience the many intricate problems
of the eastern farm. It is especially
pleMed to quote and endorse the following written by C. E. Wheeler of Mllford,
Mass., and printed in the Boston Globe :
"There is no section of country where
farmers' brains are more actively employed than in New England, and the
mental activity of these up-to-date New
England fanners is shown, not only in
the quantity and quality of their crops,
but in the snug bank accounts which our
brainy farmers can show. There are
drones in the east and there are drones
in the west, but these are not reckoned
with. In this town I can show a little
"farm" of less than five acre· which under the direction of competent brains
produces probably, more than double
in quantity, quality and value, the crops
of any similar-sized tract in the entire
northwest, and this can be duplicated in
hundreds of instances in this bleak, barThe owners of these
ren New England.
farms keep books, too; they read books
the men and

women

SOUTH PARIS. rain and melting snow and drying by
sun and wind, do not commend it as a
mapractical method of handling farm oldThe
nure to the best advantage.
also, and work
time barn-cellar, if properly cared for, successfully."
in
is still the most economical place

understanding^

and
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inside Captain Erl

dory.

leaped

Into the

"Push off. Perez Γ he commanded.
"That young feller's got a life to live."
"You don't go Without me," asserted
Perez stoutly.
"All right! Push off, and then Jump
In."
Captain Perez attempted to obey. He
waded into the water and gave the
Erl
as
"Whew!" puffed Captain
they
dory » push, but Just as be was about
opened the door. "Nice mornin' for to scramble in he received a shove that
ducks.
Hey, Luther!" be shouted. sent him backward.
"Wake up here! You've got callers."
"Your Job's takln' care of Paehyl"
They heard footsteps in the next roared
Captain Erl.
In
came—
and
the
door
room,
opened
Perez scrambled to bis feet, but the
not Luther Davis, but Captain Peres.
dory was already halfway across the
"Why, Eri!" he exclaimed amazedly.
little patch of comparatively smooth
"For the land's sake, Perez! What
water in the cove.
As he looked he
are you doiu' here?"
I saw it enter the first line of breakers,
"What are you doiu' here, I should
rise amid a shower of foam, poise on
say. How d'y ou do, Mr. Hazeltlne?"
the crest, and slip over. The second
sou'his
Eri
back
pushed
Captain
line of roaring waves came surging on,
wester and strolled over to the stove.
I higher aud more threatening than the
suit.
Ralph followed
first.
Captain Erl glanced over his
"Well, Perez," said the former, ex- shoulder, turned the
dory's bow toward
tending his hands over the tire, "It's them and
waited. They broke, and as
easy enough to tell you why we're here.
they did so the boat shot forward into
We heard there was a wreck."
the whirlpool of froth. Then the sleet
"There is. She's a schooner, and she's
came pouring down and shut everyLuther
off there on the Hog's Back.
from sight
and the crew put off to her more'n two thing
When Ralph came hurrying to the
hours ago, and I'm gittin' worried."
beucb bearing the oars he fouud CapThen l'erez went on to explain that,
tain Perez alone.
because of the storm, he had been persuaded to stay at Mrs. Mayo's all night;
CHAPTER XX.
Davis had been over for
that
▲t leugtn tue captain turned, grinned
pleasantly while the raindrops splashed ou his nose aud waved oue arm.
Ralph looked aud saw ahead of them
the clustered buildings of the life saving station. And he wai glad to see
them.

!

Captain

that evening on an errand
and had said that the schooner bad
been sighted and that, as the northeaster was coming on, she was almost
certain to get into trouble; that be
(Perez) had rowed over the first thing
in the morning to get the news and
had been just in time to see the launcha

moment

ing of the lifeboat as the crew put
off to the schooner.
"There ain't nothln' to worry 'bout,"
observed Captain Erl. "It's no slouch
of a pull off to the Hog's Back this
weather, and, besides, I'd trust Lute
Davis auywhere on salt water."
"Yes, I know," replied the unconvinced Captain Perez, "but he ought
to have been back afore this. There
was a kind of letup in the storm Jest
afore I got here, and they see her fast
on the shoal with the crew in the riggin.' Luther took the small boat 'cause
he thought he could handle her better,
and that's what's worryin' me; I'm

'frald she's overloaded. I was jest
thinkin' of goin' out on the p'lnt to see
If I could see anything of 'em when you
folks come."
"Well, go ahead. We'll go with you,
W \Ip

WηTûttlna'a ffnf

anr

of *h« ohill

out of him."

was feeling warm by this time,
after Perez had put ou his coat
hut they went out once more into
gale. The point of which Peres
spoken was a wedge shaped saud
ridge that, thrown up by the waves
and tide, thrust itself out from the
beach some few hundred yards below
the station. They reached its tip and
stood there in the very midst of the
storm, waiting for the lulls, now more
frequent, and scanning the tumbling
water for the returning lifeboat.

Ralph

and
and
the
had

faces."

Captain Perez easped and clutched
the electrician by the arm.
"What was it?" shouted Ralph.
"What was It, Captain Eri?"
But CaptJ in Eri did not answer. He
had turned and was running at full

rpecd back to the beach. When they
c.ime up they faund him straining at
Ibe side of the dory that Luther Davie
used In ten J iug liis lobster pots. The
boat, turned bottom up. lay high above
lide mark in the little cove behind the

point.
"Quick, now," shouted the captain
In a tone Ralph had never heard him
use before». "Over with her! Lively!"
Thry obeyed him without question.

As the dory settled right side up, two
heavy oars, that had been secured by
being thrust under the sents, fell back
with a clatter.
"What was

Ralph.

it, captain?" shouted

"The lifeboat upset How many did
Peres.?
you make out hangin' on to her,

rive, seemed to me."
"Four, I thought. Eri, you ain't
gain' to try to reach her with this
dory? You couldn't do It. You'll only
be drownded yourself. My Lord," he
moaned, wringing hie hands, "wbat'U

Pashy do?"

"Catch a-holt now," commanded Cap"Down to the shore with
tain Eri,
her! Now!"
They dragged the dory to the water*·
edge with one rush. Then Eri hurried*
ly thrust In the thole pins. Peres pro-

tested again.
"Eri," he said, "it ain't no use. She
won't live to git through the break-

ers."
Els friend answered without looking
"Do you s'pose," he said, "that
up.
I'm goln* to let Lute Davis and them

lived and worked for years drowning
by one had broken bis nerve. He
looked at bis friend and then at the

waves.

"What's the use'/" he s;iid feebly.
"They're all gone. I might aa well go
too."
Captain Erl's eyes snapped. "Lute
Davis," be exclaimed. "I never thought
Brace
I'd see you playln* cry baby.
up! What are you, anyway?"
Tbe half frozen man made a plucky
effort.
"All right, Eri," he said. "I'm with
you, but I ain't much good."
"Can you stand up?"
"I don't know. I'll try."
Little by little he raised himself to

Cltb

again, only

next rush of water came. Three tlmee
this performance was repeated, and as
they rose for the fourth time the captain roared, "Now!"
Ac/Kber plunge, a splashing run and
they were on tbe bard sand of tbe

Then they both tumbled on
beach.
their faces and breathed in great gasps.
But the captain realized that this
would not do, for In their soaked condition freezing to death was a matter
of but a short time. He seized Davis
by the shoulder and shook him again

and again.
"Come on, Lule! Come on!" be insisted. "Git up! You've got to git up!"
And after awhile tbe life saver did
get up, although he could scarcely
stand. Then, with the captain's arm
around his waist, they started slowly
up tbe beacb toward the station.
They had gone but a little way when
they were met by Ralph Haxeltlne and

Captaiu Perez.

·*····«

"Your job's takln' aire oj funnyr·
there were 180 pounds of clear grit
and muscle tugging at the oars, and,
though the muscles were not as young
us they bad been, there were years of
experience to make every pound count
At la>»t the preliminary round was over.
The boat sprang clear of the breakers
and crept out farther aud farther, with
ix Inches of water slopping in her betUrn, but afloat and seaworthy.
It was not until she was far Into
i*.eep water that the captain turned her
bow down the shore. When this was
('.one it was on the instant, and, although a little more water came Inboard, there was not enough to be

dangerous.
The dory jumped from crest to crest
like a hurdler. The sleet now beat
directly Into the captain's face and
froze on his eyebrows and lashes, but

he dared not draw In un oar to free α
hand. The wind caught up the spindrift and poured It over him In icy
baths, but he was too warm from the
furious exercise to mind.
In the lulls be turned his head and
gazed over the sea, looking for the
boat Once be saw it, before the storm

shut down again, and he groaned aloud

to count but two black spots on its
white surface. He pulled harder than
ever and grunted with every stroke,
while the perspiration poured down
his forehead and froze when It reached
the Ice dams over his eyes.
At last it was in plain sight and the

two dots, now clearly human beings,
He pointed the bow
were still there.
straight at it and rowed on. When he
looked again there was but one, a figure sprawled along the keel, clinging

to the centerboard.
The fivlns dory bore down upon the
lifeboat and the captain risked what
The
Uttle breath he bad In a hall
clinging figure raised Its bead and
Captain Erl felt an almost selfish sense

of relief to see that it was Luther
If It had to be but one, be
Davis.
would rather It was tbat one.
The bottom of the lifeboat rose like
a dome from the sea tbat beat and
roared over and around It The cen-

Mrs. Snow had been, for her, rather
all that forenoon. 8be performed her household duties as thoroughly as usual, but Elsie, to whom
the storm had brought a holiday, noticed that she looked out of tbe window and at the clock frequently.
Dinner was on the table at 12
nervous
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Davis' arms were clasped.

Captain
Captain Eri shot the dory alongside,

In one oar and the two boats
fitted closely together. Tben Erl reached out and seising his friend by the
belt round bis waist pulled him from
his hold. Davis fell Into the bottom of
the dory, only half conscious and en-

pulled

tirely helpless.

It was out of the question to attempt
to get back to the cove. The landing
must be made on the open beach, and,
although Captain Brl had more than
a
once brought μ dory safely through
high surf, be had never attempted It
when his boat had nearly a foot of wa-
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homestead to act an ferryman for Dr.
Palmer when the latter should arrive,
and Ralph, finding tliat there was
nothing more that be could do. weut
back to the cable station. The storm
bad abated somewhat, and tbe win J
bad gone down. Captain Eri and Mrs.
Snow were alone in tbe front room,
and for tbe first time since she entered
the house the lady from Nantucket sal
down to rest Then the captain spoke
"Mrs. 8uow," he said gravely, "1
don't believe you've cbuuge.1 your
clothes sence you got here. Vou must
have been soaked through too. I wish
you wouldn't take sueb risks. Vou
hadn't ought to have come over bere u
day like this anyway. Not but what
the Lord knows it's good to have yon
here," be added hastily.
The housekeeper seemed surprised.
"Cap'n Erl," she said, "I b'lieve If
you was dyin' you'd worry for fear
somebody else wouldn't be comftable
'Twould !>
while you was doin' it.

pretty hard for me to change my
clothes," she added, witb a laugh,
"seeln' that there probably nln't anything but meu's clothes In the place."
Then, with u sigh, "Poor fellers, they
won't need 'em any more."

"That's so. And they were all alive
and heurty this morulu'. It's an awful
thlug for Luther. Has be told any
thing ylt 'bout bow It come to bap-

pen?"

"Yes, a little. Tbe schooner was ftorn
Maine, bound to New York. Besides

one

El

much"—

He did not finish the eenteuce. The
curtain of sleet parted, leaving a quarter mile long lane through which they
could see the frothiug ridges racing
And
one after the other endlessly.
across this lane, silent and swift, like
a moving picture on a screen, drifted
a white turtleback with black dote
clinging to it. It was in sight not
more than a half minute; then the lane
close,! again as the rain lashed their

ter lu ber and carried a helpless pas- o'clock, but Captaiu Eri wag not there
to help eat It, and tbey sat down with·
senger.
Little by little, still running before out him. And here again Mrs. Snow
the wind, the captain edged in toward departed from her regular habit for
tbe shore. Luther Davis moved once she ate little and was very quiet She
His oil- was the first to hear an unusual sound
or twice, but «aid nothing.
skins were frozen stiff, and bis beard outside and, jumping up, ran to the
was a lump of Ice. Captain Eri began
window.
to fear that be might die from cold
"Somebody's drlvln' into the yard,"
and exhaustion before the attempt at she said. "Who on alrth would be
landing was made. The captain re- comln* here auch a day aa this?"
solved to wait no longer, but to take
Captain Jerry joined her at the winthe risk of running directly for the dow.
"It's Abner Mayo's horse," be said.
beach.
He was near enough now to see tbe "Maybe it's Perez comin' home."
It was not Captain Perez, but Mr.
leaping spray of the breakers, and their
bellow sounded louder than the bowl of Mayo himself.
the wind or tbe noises of tbe seu about
"Hello, Abner!" exclaimed Captain
biui.
He bout forward and ehouted Jerry as the newcomer stopped to
knock the snow from his boots before
in the ear of the prostrate life saver.
"Luther!" be yelled. "Lute!"
coming in. "'What have you done to
Captain Davis' head rolled back, his Perez? Goln' to keep blm for a steady
eyes opened and in a dazetl way ho boarder?"
looked at the figure swinging back
But Mr. Mayo had important news to
and forth with the oars.
communicate, and he did not Intend to
"Lute," shouted Captain Eri, "liaten lose the effect of bis sensation by
to me! I'm goln' to try to land. D'you springing It without due preparation.
bear me?'
He took off his bat and mittens and
Davis' thoughts seemed to be gather- solemnly declined a proffered chair.
ing slowly. He was ordinarily a man
of strong physique, courageous and a
fighter every inch of him, but bis
strength had been beaten out by the
waves and chll.'ed by tbe cold, anJ the
sight of the men with whom be h.ul

his knees.
"
'Bout as fur's I can go, Eri." he
APTAIN ERI knew that the
hardest and most dangerous said between bis teeth. "You look out
portion of his perilous trip for yourself. I'll do my durndest."
The dory was caught by the first of
was just at its beginning. If
the dory got through the surf without the great waves and on Its crest went
capsizing it was an even bet that she flying toward tbe beach. Captain Eri
would stay right side up for awhile steered with the oars as well as he
longer at any rate, so he pulled out of could. The wave broke and the half
the little cove and pointed the boat's filled boat paused, was caught up by
bow toward the thundering smother of tbe succeeding breaker and thrown
forward again. The captain, still trywhite.
The first wave tripped over the bar ing to steer with one oar, let go of tbe
and whirled beneath him, sending the other and Melzlng his companion by
dory high into the air and splashing Its the belt pulled blm to his feet.
"Now, then," he shouted, "etand by!"
occupant with spray. The captain held
The boat poised on tbe curling wave,
the boat stationary, waiting for the
second to break, and then, half rising, went down like a hammer, struck tbe
put all his weight and strength on the sand and was buried In water. Just
us it struck Captain Eri jumped as far
oars. The struggle had begun.
Tbey used to say on board the Han- shoreward as he could. Davis sprang
nah M. that the skipper never got ratblni, but It was really tbe caplu's strength that carried them clear
tled. The same cool head and steady
nerve that Josiah had admired when
of the rail.
the catboat threaded the breakers at
They kept their feet for on instant,
the entrance of the bay now served but in that Instant Captain Erl dragged
the same purpose In this more tangled his friend a yard or so up the shelvand Infinitely more wicked maze. The ing beach. Then they were knocked
dory climbed and ducked, rolled and flat by the next wave. The captain
slid, but gained inch by inch, foot b.v dug his toes Into the sand and braced
The advancing waves struck himself as the undertow sucked back.
foot.
savage blows at the bow, the wind did Once more he roue and they staggered
Its best to swing her broadside on, but on
to go down when tbe

"Schooner's layiu' right over there,"
shouted Captain Perec in Ralph's ear,
pointing off into the mist. "'Bout a
Wicked
mile off shore, I cal'lute.
place, the Hog's Back is. too."
"Wind's lettln' up a little mite." bellowed Captain Sri. "We've had the
wust of it, I guess. There ain't so

which to temporarily
PoUto Feed Value.
other fellers drown without makln' a
and if the stable floor ia tight and the
need
try for 'em? Poah off when I tell you
there
untatoes
of
cellar properly ventilated,
One thousand pounds
po
be no more contamination of milk from der average conditions will oontain 210 to."
"Then you let me go Instead of you."
it than If the manure were in South pound· of dry matter if the moisture be
Africa.—P. M. Harwood, Suffolk Co., removed, according to Professor G. 8.
"Don't talk foolish. You've got
Mass.
Plumb of Ohio Agricultural oollege. Of Pashy to look after. Ready now!"
the nutrition· digestible material there
But Ralph Haseltlne Intervened.
A contemporary says, "the dual pur- are about 9 pound· of protein, 163
"I'm going myself," he said firmly,
This
fraud."
a
freak
and
is
a
is
pose cow
pound· of carbo-hydrates, which
one foot over the gunwale.
putting
a strong indictment; ia it true? If
1
fat
or
of
is
and
pound
mainly starch,
•pcolnllit.
"I'm a younger man than either of
let the "dual purpose" cow advo- similar substance.
not,
SatUlactiea Oaar>
Ulaasaa. Cask or Credit.
boat. I mean
cates prove their eaae by exhibiting the
Compared with most other roots, the you, and I'm used to a
aatMd. Eyaa Tested Free.
returns and net profits derived host potato is of higher feeding vain·. The It I'm going."
statement of artichoke surpasses it somewhat Potatheir herds. The
Captain Eri looked at the electrician's
fact is worth more than columns of as- toes have their greatest feeding vahie face. He saw nothing but determinasertion.
for pig·.
tion there.
The Danee have shown that four
"We'll all go," he said suddenly.
Here is a sentence I recently met In pounds of cooked potatoes are equal to
"Mr. Haxeltlne, run as fast as the
more
for
worth
than
of
is
one pound
train
pigs.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- ay reading, which
station and
Profeaeor Henry at the Wisconsin sta- Lord '11 let yon back to the
a
thought: «To live oar lives,
ing year. Correspondence solicited. to passing
share
do
oar
to
that
780
found
In
is
tion
out what
as,
pounds of oooked git another set of oars. Hurry!"
get
H. D. COLE,
Without answering, the young man
of the world's work, and live brotherly potatoes, when fed with oarnmeal to
with our fallows—that ia what wears pigs, caused a saving of 178 pounds of ■prang up the beach and ran toward
Bryant*· Pond, Me.
meal.
here for." ▲ good grange motto.
The moment that ha
the buildings.
care
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!"»·«"And you eared as much
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as

thatt"

"Cap'n Buigeys," he said. "I've got

somethin' to tell you—somethin' awful.
The whole life savin' crew but one 1h
drowuded, and Cap'n Erl IlPdge"—
Δη exclamation from Mrs. Snow Interrupted him. The housekeeper clasped
her hands together tightly and sank

Into a chair. She was very white.
Elsie ran to her.
"What is it, Mrs. Snow?" she asked.
"Notbin', nothin'! Go on, Mr. Mayo.
Go on!"
The bearer of 111 tidings, gratified at
the result of his first attempt, proceeded deliberately:
"And Cap'n Hedge and Luther Davie
are over at the station pretty nigh dead.
If It wa'n't for the cap'n, Luther'd have
gone too. Erl took a dory and went
off and picked him up. Perez come
over to my bouse and told us about it,
and Pashy's gone back with him to
see her brother. I didn't go down to
the store this mornln', 'twas storinln'
so, but as soon as I heard I harnessed

up to come and tell you."
Then, In answer to the hurried questions of Captain Jerry and Elsie, Mr.
Mayo told the whole story as far as
he knew it. Mrs. Snow said nothing,
but sat with her hands still clasped in

her lap.
"Luther Is ha'f drownded and froze,"
concluded Abner, "and the cap'u got a
bang with an oar when they Jumped
out of the dory that, Perez Is afraid,
broke his arm. I'm goln' right back to
git Dr. Palmer. They tried to telephone him, but tbe wire's down."
"Dear, dear, dear!" exclaimed Captain Jerry, completely demoralized by
tbe news. "That's dreadful! I must
go right down there, mustn't I? The

poor fellers!"
Mrs. Snow rose to her feet quietly,
but with a determined air.
"Are you goln* right back soon's
you've got tbe doctor, Mr. Mayo?" she
asked.
"Why, no, I wa'n't. I ain't been to
I
my store this mornln', and I'm 'frald

ought to be there."
"Then, Joelab, you'll have to harness

I mustn't
Dan'l and take me down.
wait another minute."
"Why, Mrs. Snow," expostulated
Captain Jerry, "you muetu't go down
there. Tbe doctor's goln', and I'll go,
and Paehy'· there already."
But the housekeeper merely waved

him aside.
"I want you to stay here with Elsie,"
she said. "There's no tellln' how long
I may be gone. Joslah ΊΙ drive me
down, won't you, Joslah?"
There was no lack of enthusiasm In
tbe "able seaman's" answer. The boy
was only too glad of tbe chance.
"But it ain't fit weatlier for 3*ou to
be out In. You'll git soakln' wet."
"I guess If Pasby Davis can stand
It I can.
Elsie, will you come and
help me git ready, while Joslah's harness! n'?"

Aa they entered tne cnamuer aDove
Elsie was thunderstruck to see her
companion seat herself In the rocker
and cover her face with her hands.
"Why, Mrs. Snow," she exclaimed,

"what Is It?"
The lady from Nantucket hastily rose
and wiped her eyes with her apron.
"Oh, nothln'," she answered, with an
"I'm kind of
•ttempt at α smile.
fidgety this mornln', and the way that
started off to tell his yarn upset
I mustn't be such a
me, that's all.

her own crew she had some Italians
aboard—coal handlers, they was, goiu'
over on a Job for the owner. Cap'n Davis says he saw right away that the
lifeboat would be overloaded, but be
bad to take 'em all; there wa'u't time
for α second trip. He made the schooner's crew and tbe others lay down in
the boat where they wouldn't hinder
the men at the oars, but when they got
Jest at the tail of the shoal, where the
sea was heaviest, them Italians lost
their heads and commenced to stand
up and yell, and fust thing you know
she swung broadside on and capsized,
i'asby says Luther don't say mueli
more, but she Jedges from what he
does say that some of the men hung ou
with him for awhile, but was washed

ofT and drownded."
"That's right. There was four or five
there when we saw her fust. 'Twos
Lute's grip on the centerboard that
saved blm. It's an awful thing—aw

She set about getting ready with a
vim and attention to detail that proved
that her "fidgets" bad not affectcd her
She was pale and her
common sense.
hands trembled a little, but she took a
covered basket and packed In It cloth

for bandages, a hot water bottle,
tard, a bottle of liniment and numerous
other things likely to be of use.
Ralph and Captain Perez were surprised men when the housekeeper,
but cheerful, appeared on the
mus*

dripping,

scene.

of the

Mrs. Snow took charge at once
tired men, and the overtaxed Miss Patience was glad enough to have her
do it. Luther Davis was in bed, and
Captain Eri, after an hoar's sojourn
In the same snug harbor, bad utterly
refused to stay there longer, and now,
dressed in a suit belonging to the
commandant, was stretched upon a

nvil,

iiauu

«ICI1

vu^ui

iu

lime

Captain Davis, although feeling a little better, was still very weak, and his
sister and Captain Peres were with
him. Joelah soon returned to the Mayo

The shops of New York bave never
présenté;1, ιι more fascinating appearance than during these last few weeks

of midwinter when all the between season fashions are displayed at such

Early spring
amazingly low prices.
novelties, which look' delleiomly freeh
after the heavier fabrics of wluter, are
shown in niry smartness beside auto-

mobile coats and furs.
Apropos of fur4, the woman who la
thoughtful can now procure the most
Iwautiiul pieces—coats, muffs, b ias, etc.

—in such bargains as to make it a good
investment for colder weather still to
The luxury
come or for next winter.
of owning a beautiful set of furs la

wonderfully gratitying. They lend

an

air of richness that nothing can equal,
and a fur set in three pieces—hat, scarf

uud muff—can l>e secured most reasonably. Then, too. fur trimmings arc al-

ways popular on evening wraps op
gowns, and combined with these are
some of the choicest of laces which
make a hat or muff simply adorable.
Devotees of fashion spend hours In the

selection of rare old lace, whose film)
trimmings cost a fabulous sum. for
lace is like wine—its value increases

with age.
Seen in one of the

shops

this week

that Is noted for its exquisite lingerie
waists were several that showed Instead of medallions tiny iHce bouquets
of such flowers as snowdrops, lilies of

the valley, etc., In euch wonderful 1mltations that it would be hard to distinguish tbrm from real lace. These
have an air of individuality about them
not

that

was

THE

LATEST

seen

In other

models.

thing!"

"You've made me happier'11 I've be.-u
for years. You've been sr> kind tliatthat"—
She stopped and looked out of the

window.

"It's you that's been kind," sal·! the
"You've made a home foi
me, somethln' I ain't had ufore sence 1

captain.

was

a

boy."

Mrs. Snow went on as If he had uot

spoken.

"And to think that you might have
been drownded the same as the rest"
ehe said. "I knew somethln' was hap·
penln'. I Jest felt It. somehow. I
told Elsie I was sure of It. I couldn't
think of anythlug but you all the fore-

noon."
The captain sat up on the couch.
"Marthy," he said in an awed tone,
"do you know what I was thinkln' of
when I was pullln' through the wust
of It this niornln'? I was thinkln' of
you. I thought of Luther and the rest
of them poor souls, of course, but I
thought of you most of the time. It

kept comlu' back to me that if I went
under I shouldn't see you ag'ln. And
you was thinkln' of me!"
"Yes. When that Mayo man said he
had awful new· I felt sure 'twas you
I never
he was golu' to tell about.
fainted away la my life that I know
of, but I tnlnk I most fainted then."
"And you cared as much as that?"

"Yes."
Somehow both were speaking quietly, but as if It was useless longer to
keep back anythlug. To speak the exact truth without reserve seemed the
most natural thing In the world.
"Well, well, well!" said the captain
reverently and still lu the same lowtone. "I said once afore that I b'lleved
you was sent here, and now I'm sure
of It. It seems almost as if you was
sent to me, don't It?"
The hou.sekcej>er still looked out of
the window, but she answered simply,

"I don't know."
"It does. It does so. Marthy, we've
been happy together while you've been
here. Do you b'lieve you could be happy with me always—If you married me,
I mean?"
Mrs. Snow turned and looked at him.
There were tears In her eyes, but she
did not wipe them away.
"l'es," she said.
I ain't very
"Think now, Marthy.
young, and I ain't very rich."
"What am I?" with a little smile.
"And you really think you could be
happy If you was the wife of an old

codger like me?"

"Yes." The answer was short, but It

convincing.
Captain Eri rose to his feet.

was

"Gosh!" he said lu a sort of unbeliev-

ing whisper. "Marthy, are you willln'
to try Γ
And again Mrs. Snow said "Yes."

(to

iL

ma

oorraroskj

Belief.

FIgg—You'll generally find that people believe whet they want to believe.
•

Fogg—Yes. and probably that accounts
for the belief In everlasting punishment— for other people, of course- be-

ing

so

popular

Were we eloquent as angels, yet we
should please sme people non» î»y lis·
'< :«lti5 than by tal';!nir.- '" «Iton

Scrofula

it vary often

acquired,
inherited.

though generally

Hood'sSarsapariDa

to be thinking bard.

Fur·.

to

made him generally comfortable. He
watched her every movement with a
sort of worshipful wonder and seemed

saucer—with the liniment and

Winter

you come."
"Let uie come! I should like to have
The Idea'
Been him try to «top ine.
Where wuuld I be If 'twa'ift helpin'
fou, after all you've done for me?"
I haveu't doue any"I've done?

M hygiene, foul air, impure
water, are among its causée.

as a

Betid·

"Yes, and be would have gone, too, li
It hadn't beeu for you. And you talk
about my tukin' risks!"

eofta In the front room.
The captain was the most surprised
of all when Mrs. Snow appeared. He
fairly gasped when she first entered
the room, and seemed to be struck
speechless, for he said scarcely a word
while she doeed him with hot drinks,
robbed bis shoulder—the bone was not
broken, but there was a bruise there as

big

Beautiful Display· In Shop Window*
Airy Spring Novelties Shown

full"

man

fooL"

! HEW roi
WEEKLY LETTER

It is called "the aofl for
tubercles," and where It il
allowed to remain tubercuM or consomption il
pretty tare to take root.

Remove· every trace of
acroAdo·

Get Hood's·

2ίί3ΤΪίοΛ.βΙ'β§
•aSSVarfoSo·
C L HooS Co, Lomrcfl, Mm,

CREATION
WAISTS.

IN

LTXOEBI*

German Valenciennes lu clear cut patterns is found in underwear which can
be picked up for a very inconsiderable
A pretty petticoat was finished
sum.
with rows οΓ. insertion alternating witli

tucks, and the absence of a lace edging
at the beiu meant good wear, for constant laundering could not harui it.
To be described with all dainty
thing" were some stockings whose designing showed a great amount of
thought. As smart stockings are worn
at all seasons of

the year to corre-

spond with gowns, one shop was Just
overflowing with every variety of pro-

duction, some of tine silk inset with
real lace butterflies. Openwork stockings are not so popular as last season,
but the real tiling is a Hue mesh with
hand embroidery. The loud coloring*
of a season ago have been relegated ti
the background of the out of dates aud
are replaced by exquisite pale tints to
matcli pale shaded gowns. Clockwork
stockings lend a sleuderuess to the
ankle aud are the essence of smartA very economical way In se
ness.
lectlng fancy silk stockings is to gel
those having lisle thread feet, as they
are more durable.
Nearly every girl, be sbe rich or poor,
has some pet fad in dress that sbe in
dulses. One girl with pretty feet shows
her Individuality in hosiery, and from
a shopper's standpoint sbe bas a great
variety to choose from; another, hav-

ing a soft, velvety complexion, enhances it by always appearing In the
most original aud daintiest of stocka
and collars. Her stocke are of the finest embroidered linen, and the more
elaborate ones are made of soft chif-

fons and messalinee.
One of the prettieet things ever created to adorn the neck of fair woman
was a stock of chiffon mesealinc taffeta in soft folds, with a turn over of
Alice blue embroidered in a miniature
design of fleur-de-lis. Long ends of
plaited messaline were caught at Intervals with fine lace bands. All the
to be quite
uçw gowns show the collars
high. Some are fastened in tne ohck
%ltli tiny bows, which take away the
bare appearance and the long line at

the back of the neck. They also hide the
fastening that spoils the neatness of no
many gowns.
[Our reader· may have advice on purchasing and any question concerning
fashion

or

fabrics

answered

without

charge by Rene Deveraux. the fashion
expert, by addressing Rene Deveraux,
P. O. Box SWO, Madison Square, New
Inclosing stamp for reply.]
! York,

Keppel's Recipe For Health.
Meeting tue in η bitter east wind one
day in Piccadilly on his way to church,
Keppel asked how Mr. Gladstone was.
I told him be was very III. "Ah," be
said, "he is overnursed. If be would
do as I do. climb up eighty steps, have
a cold bath every day and sleep with
bis window always open, be would never be Ill.'^-Memolr of Sir Henry Kep·

pel.

Foot I· II Ami·.
Mr. Brakes—Who is that sour looking
dame over there? Mr. Grubblns—8ir,
she bas the misfortune to be my wife.
Ob—nb—er— Indeed, sir,
Mr. Brakes
the misfortune Is—er—all yours, I'm
sure!—Cleveland Lender.
—

Possible lo All.

(philosophically»—Do

you think It
Is easy to die? He (commonplace)—
Well, η lot of very stupid people hare
managed to do It.
She

Difficulties strengthen the n.ind

labor does the body.-Seneca.

as

Ptfhtil
Dr. Herbert Twitchell of Portland, asslated by Dr. Tibbetta, performed en
3*îw Oxford
operation for appeadioitla upon the little
ALL
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
IN
WEEK
THE DOINOS OF THE
daughter of Mr. and Un. Loren Traak.
The patient ia as comfortable aa could
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PAWS, MAINS, FEB. β, 1906.
be expected.
Mr. Fred Chandler and family of South
Mr·.
Parte H11L
Paria came to Bethel Sunday.
ATWOOD <& FORBES,
Chandler and daughter· remained for
the week and are now in Groveton, Ν. H.,
Editera a>d Prtpritton.
Kim Baptist Church, Bar. B. O. Taylor, pastor
with Mr·. Chandler*· aiater, Mr·. Arthur
M.
ESTABLISHED 1983.

gtmocvntf

Λ. Κ. FOBBBS.

GBOΒβ· M. ATWOOD.

Tenus :—SI JO » year If paid strictly In a*l Tance.
Otherwise $3.00 a year. Stogie copiée 4 oentt.
AûVKBTiBMMorr»:- All
tor $1.50
are given three oonsecttoe Insertions
contract»
per Inch to length of column. Special
transient and yearly advertlemade with

legal

en.

local,

Sew type, fa* P"""· ·*■»
«ο· Ρωτηβ
and low pnce·
power, experienced workmen
wwi.in« to make this department of oar bualu«m complete and popular.

Coming Events.
Feb. β.—Supper and entertainment of Universall»t Good Cheer Society, South Paris.
Feb. 6.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bryant's
Pond.
Feb. β.—Clerks' Ball, Norway.
Feb. ft—"Under the Laurels," by senior class.
Parts High School.
Feb. U —Lecture bv Rev. H. A. Clifford, library
benefit, South Paris.
Feb. IS, 16.—l'art·» Grange fair.
Feb. '22.—Supper and entertainment. Congregational church. South Parts.
Feb. », March 1— Good Cheer fair, "At the Sign
I
of the Ptnk Carnation," South Paris.
March 5.—Annual town meeting in most Oxford

THE OXFORD BEABS.

Sunday
Preaching every Sunday at 10.-4S A.
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7j0r.il. T. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
Sunday of the month at Î 30 P. Μ. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis! Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10 :ii α. u.

Bunting.
Wednesday

Even the Democratic papers admit
that "the prosecution and punishmeut
of the land thieves continue with unabated vigor" under the administration
of Secretary Hitchcock of the Interior

Department.

The announcement that a monster
strike of steel workers now threatens to
tie up building in New York is a reminder of the fact that we have hardly had
time to hear of the end of the last preceding strike of the New York builders.
It has been pretty nearly a continuous
performance there for a number of years.
The wonder is how they ever get a building finished.

legislative body of Cuba to
appropriate $25,000 for a wedding gift to
Miàs lioosevelt is a gracious and graceful
thing to do, with which no one will find
For the

any fault. At the same time, it may be
remarked that the Latin origin of the
Cuban people is apparent in the impulsiveness and the magnitude of the gift.
A cold-blooded Anglo-Saxon nation probably wouldn't have done it.

thi^J^out

Perhaps the most striking
the recently published story of W
who wanted to go to prison m the place
of Captain Van Schaick of the General
Slocum is the fact that the newspaper,
ο
were willing to pay telegrap
that su peril uous sentence at the end ol
the dispatch, "His offer was not ac

cepted."

!
The mania of
Last week, at the races at the

Speed, speed, speed

Ômld-DvV»»»
the aire

b«Mh

florlcto;

Λ.

maniacs were gratified by a break
imrof the automobile record, when two
miles was actually made in less than a
minute, and by two different machines.
First a Stanley tifty horse power steamer
went over the two mile course in o.i do
seconds. Then a gasoline motor of iW
horse power set the record by going
seconds.
over the same course in »S
Of course only electrical timing apparatus could be used for that temtic speed.

speed

The question of a lock canal or a sea
level canal is still discussed, and not yet
decided. One point that is generally
neglected in the discussion is the fact
that owing to the difference in the How
of the tides at the two ends of the canal,
there must in any case be at least one
lock in the canal any way, though there
might be a short time each day when the
gates of this lock could stand open. As
those highest in authority favor the lock
canal, it is pretty good guessing now
that that will be the type.

Poultney Bigelow is about to make a
second trip to the isthmus for a longer
than before. But why? He seemed to accumulate all the information he
needed in the twenty-eight hours he wa*
there on his other trip.

Ji

State of Maine Club in Boston.
The State of Maine Club was organized in April of last year and went into
possession of its new club-house on the
coruer of Somerset Street and Ashburton place in June. Its present quarters
were formerly occupied by the famous
Twentieth Century Club. Tue State of
Maine Club has retitted and refurnished
the house, and now has a most attractive and creditable home. The main
room, where all the leading newspapers
of Maine are on tile, is probably larger
and more pleasing than that of any other
club in Boston. The club also runs an
excellent cafe where it serves meals a la
carte and Uble d' hote at very moderate
^

The purpose of the gentlemen who
organized the club was to make it an

institution representative of the state of
Iu order to attract a large memMaine
bership from Maine, the dues for residents of that state have been made purely nominal—five dollars initiation fee
and three dollars a year. It is felt that
if the advantages and facilities offered
were more thoroughly
known, every
business man in the state would hasten
to join. The central location of the
club house makes it a very convenient
place for business appointments or as a
olace for out^f-town members to have
their mail forwarded. There are now
somewhat more than six hundred "embers, including Governor Cobb, Chiet
Justice Wis well. Judge Whitehouse,

phonograph

his travels in Egypt. It was a most interesting lecture and a rare opportunity
to learn of that country.
Mrs. Andrews, widow of the late
Charles Andrews, of Lovell, has been
very ill with erysipelas at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. C. C. Farwell, but
encouraging reports come from the sick
room.
Mrs. Clara Arno of Gorham,
Ν. H., is nursing Mrs. Andrews.

choseu for the year. Promptly at 7
County I 'Wdh.
will be served. The sup13.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Parts. o'clock supper
per will appropriately celebrate the birthNKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
days of four great men, viz.:—Washington, Lincoln, Longfellow and St. Valentine. There will be a good entertainMark buwi Sale of Baby Sleigh Robes.
For the Ball Season.
ment. Souvenirs will be given to all
Ladles' Specialty Store.
who will conte dressed in costumes of
Valentines.
Half Price for Wall Papers.
ye olden times. Admission to the hall
Mainspring of Life10 cents. Supper free to those who conOld Carpets are Valuable.
10 cents extra to
U. S. Branch Aachen and Munich Fire Insur- tribute to the tables;
those who furnish nothing. A cordial
ance Co.
1'nlted States I.rauch Ph-culx Assurance Co. invitation is
given to all.
Fur Kobe» at Cut Prices.
Loren B. Merrill is on a tiip to Boston.
First Meeting of Creditors.
Don't Dose the Stomach In Saaal Catarrh.
John Pierce has spent a week in BosParker's Hair Balsam.
ton, and Miss Mary A. Pierce, who has
been visiting several weeks in Boston
here and There.
and vicinity, returned home with him.

Suuday.

a

Mate· New· Net·#.
Adalbert Parsons

spike.
No town o*Q make » better ihowtng
gardens, than Sanford. In 1906 there were 115
an
li
There
within it·
grasshopper· In the field·.
more birth· than deaths
on all teaming, and wagons that
border·, the figures being 267 birth· and
embargo
are being
winter
for
the
boosed
162 death·.
were,
taken oat, jet we are happy, or are supWilliam Pbelpa and Minot 8t. Clair
elecand
works
water
to
with
posed be,
the break in the
tric lights. All we lack now Is a sani- Franois, arrested (or
who were
tarium and an eleotric chair. Tbe Red Beach poet offioe, and
(onnd at St. John, Ν. B., have been
furnished
have
nurses
we
by
graduate
bound over.
Aewiston and Auburn.
From the mortuary record for the
The proapeot for the Penobscot ice
past year it looks as though Buckfield orop is pretty blue. The ice field· are
ere
receiver
of
a
hands
would be in the
mostly open water. On the Kennebec
long. Twenty-eight deaths, with four it I· not much better, although a little
is
it
births.
recorded
Well, perhaps
ice haa been secured on that river.
well for the babies, Roosevelt to the
C. X. Clark of Parkman has juat cut a
contrary notwithstanding.
an acorn
Electrician Davis of Auburn has in- red oak tree whieh grew from
He baa
stalled a dynamo in A. Damon's shop, that he planted 82 yeara ago.
mill from
with power from the water main, and also hauled juniper logs to the
out 35 years ago.
Thursday evening the lights were turn- the trees that he set
ed on. Depot Street has changed to
Preston B. Keith
the
at
The pay roll
Commercial Street by reason of business shoe faotory in Sprlngvale amounts to
development.
•1,000 per week. The citizens are greatqoite badly bj stepping
Pansies are

reported

The Gorham High School basket ball

Friday and played with the
Gould Academy team. Score 27 to 8 in
favor of Gould.
Cheater Bean has returned from Boston where he was employed upon the
elevated road, and resumed his studies at
the University of Maine, where he was
obliged to leave last year on account of
his health.
Tho students of Gould Academy will
hold their annual fair in Garland Chapel
next Thursday afternoon and evening.
team came

West Bethel.
"Account not h'.tii a saint
Who goes to church and prays;
Tbeu lays aside tils Sunday paint.
And lets a weaker brother falot,

Through lutervenlng days

"

"When February sun xhtnes cold,
There coiue< a day when In the air
The wings of winter slow unfold.
And show the golden summer there."

February 1;

and that seems to moan
that we have now commenced on the
third and last month of winter, and a
peculiar one it is proving to be; no more
sledding or signs of snow than there was
Before sunrise this mornone week ago.
ing the thermometer stood just at the
freezing point and now it is thawing

Good-bye, warm-hearted

old January.
The winter term of school in this vil-

lage closed Friday.
Skating on icy iields
week's sports.

was

one

Qreenwood.

of last

Silas Bean of South Paris was in this
again.
place two days of last week.
It is seldom that I look in the almanac
U'uKîIm Ε
Wullrer anil frail R
Mnr.
what the weather is going to be,
phν have gone to Rumford Falls to work. to see
A. J. Uaskell had a special cheap sale or what it has been; but since writing
see
of goods from his store beginning Jan. the above 1 had the curiosity to
what it said for January, and here it is,
25th and ending Feb. 1st.
Mrs. Wesley Dennis and eon have gone reading from top to bottom: Cold with
Pleasant.
Snow followed by
to Boston where Mr. Dennis has work on snow.
rain. Cool and pleasant. Snow. Very
one of the street railways.
Willis Thurston continues to suffer cold. The weather in Alaska might
from rheumatic and spinal troubles, and have been somewhat similar to that, but
here it was just the opposite.
may have to go to a hospital for treatThere ueed to be an old adage somement.
Walter Strickland, who has long been thing like this; and it may contain a
a clerk in the H. W. Dennison store fraction of truth as well as poetry.
When you come to Candlemas day.
aud an assistant in the post office, is
Have liai! of your pork, corn and hay.
done working there, and will enjoy a
before this meets the eye of the
And
rest before engaging in other business.
Geo. A. Murphy had the misfortune reader that day will have come and
one day last week of having fifty dollars gone; but I, for, one, take but little
iu money taken from a pocket of his notice of it.
One of my late papers contains a large
coat, which he left hanging in his shed
while eating dinner. He is a bard work- colored picture of Benjamin Franklin,
One of the
ing man, being employed as section and under it these words:
Greatest Men of America's Heroic Age.
hand on the nul road.

Benjamin Franklin, patriot, philosopher,

LovelL

statesman, diplomat, wit and scientist.
Then follows a biographical sketch of
that celebrated man, together with a
much smaller picture of his wife. The
two hundredth anniversary of his birth
was celebrated in Philadelphia on the
17th of January. Born in Boston, Jan.
17, 1700
Mrs. Chas. B. Brooks, who was prostrated with pneumonia recently, recovered so as to do her work, but is now on
the sick list again.
Mrs. Frank Cummings was taken
violently ill Wednesday night, and Mrs.
I. W. Swan is caring for her until other
help can be secured. There were eight
or ten boarders there, employed in the
dowel mill, and she was doing all the
work.
Look out for the eclipse of the moon
on the S O inet.; and as the moon enters
the shadow of the earth see if the
shadow isn't round or of a globular form
instead of flat or of the form of a tri-

There is so little snow here that many
using wagons, and in most places the
teams have quit work in the woods.
S. L. Plum mer is sawing the wood
about the village, using for power a gasoline engine.
Fryeburg Academy having closed for
two weeks owing to measles there, the
most of the scholars from this town
have come home—Kuth Kimball with
chicken pox, Olive Benton bringing her
measles with her, and Virgil Horr entertaining his out there. Lester Walker
also brought his home.
Miss Burns, the nurse from Portland,
who has cared for Mrs. D. P. Lord, has
Mrs. Lord is
returned to her home.
gaining in strength.
The Congregational Circle of the Center was entertained at Odd Fellows1 Hall
A good
at No. 4 Wednesday evening.
number were present, and a nice musical
and literary entertainment was giveu.
The people of West Lovell are moving angle.
Winfield Emmons is at work in the
in the matter of a telephone line, and
dowel mill; last week he got hie thumb
will probably build in the spring.
The town schools close this week, all caught in the machine and was bo injured as to lay him up for several days.
seeming to be successful.
Friday afternoon the scholars of the Being a family relative he came to the
village school had their exercises at Pine Bennett place and made a visit of two
Grove Hall.
Quite a large number of days and nights. About ten years ago
visitors were present, and enjoyed the Mr. Emmons was treated for appenmusic and speaking.
dicitis, and the history he gave of the
18 days of hospital life was interesting
East Bethel.
to hear; the expenses of the treatment
amountMiss Maud Russell closed the winter aud all other bills in connection
Û.-AA
! -J
*■«
a. lîài.1
term of school here Friday, the 1st.
Many visitors were present and enjoyed
Hebron.
the following program:
School.
State Secretary Crane of the Y. M.
Son*
Recitation, Little Too Pert
Ma'jorle Karrar. C. A. spent Sunday here, preaching in
Ruenell Swan.
Recitation, Funny Old Tramp
Susie Bean. the morning and speaking to the young
Recitation, Tommy's l'rayer
Edna Hurtleti. people in the evening.
1Mb
Charade In 1'antomlme.
Dean Hart of the University of Maine
Recitation
Lyla Bartlett.
visited the school this week.
Dialogue, Romance at Home.
K'lna Bartlett and Smle Bean.
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper
Duet,
Recitation J \n Old Tramp
Emery Bartlett. Tuesday evening.
Four Glrle.
Song,
Mr. James Mather, who has been visitFour Boy·.
Choice of Trade·»,
Ethel Cole. ing relatives here the past few weeks,
Recitation, Let ue Smile,
Tableau.
has returned to Massachusetts.
Music
Ella Farwell.
Miss Mary Thompson of Portland is
Rtcitation. Visitors from Fairy Land.
Kdna Bartlett and Susie Bean. visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Sturtevant.
Duet.
Recitation, One of the Little Ones, Vto'a Bartlett.
We noticed in last week's Democrat
Dialogue, The Census Taker.
Suele Bean. the death of Mrs. Cyrus Ramsdell of
Music,
East Hebron. Mrs. Kamsdell broke her
Oxford.
hip soon after Christmas but was doing
Mrs. Amy (Jones) Berry of Danvers, well. The cause of her death was
neuralgia around the heart. Mrs. RamsMass., is visiting relatives here.
The Congregational Ladies' Society I dell was an intimate friend of ours and
met on Wednesday with Mrs. John Rob- this information comes from her daughinson with a large attendance.
ter, Mrs. Packard.
Dr. H. R. Karris has been presented
North Buckfield.
with the medical library and surgical
Mrs. Sarah Bonney of Bath is spendimplements of the late Dr. A. L. Hersey.
Miss
Evie Parrott is visiting her ing the winter with Mrs. C. B. Dunham.
brother, Albert E. Parrott, in Rhode
F. Â. Harlow has returned to his work
Island.
in Floral Park, Ν. T.
Mrs. Caroline Bumpus is failing.
Mrs. Georgie Warren is quite sick at
The annual meeting of the Congre-1 this writing.
Burn Jan. 3!st, to the wife of N. £.
gational church was held Monday, Jan.
22.
Bessey, a ten-pound daughter.
Ladies' Circle of Mountain Grange
Browofleld.
met with Mrs. Fred Heald Jan. 31st.
Mrs.
Clara Keene celebrated her
We are still enjoying summer weather
in February.
Grass is almost green. eighty-eighth birthday Jan. 30th.
Elizabeth Bouney is at work for NorFarmers plan to commence planting |
man Bessey.
next week.
Many cases of sickness in town. Doc- ]
East Hebron.
tors very busy.
There are a large number sick with
Sleighs are out of date in winter
months now; every one uses wagons.
severe coughs and colds that refuse to
W. W. Johnson has cut down the elm leave.
tree in front of his lot, that were injured
Fred Packard's help left last week on
by the recent fire. He is preparing to account of sickness, but his brother,
build a large set of buildings very soon. Frank Packard, and wife, are assisting
him at present.
Singing school to-night.
Miss Elsie Whitney is suffering with a
School commenced again last week
a felon on her finger.
and closes the last of next week. The
F. Whitcomb of Fryeburg and Albra I teacher'e health has improved.
Garland of Conway were in town recentBusiness has not been so brisk since
the rain carried the snow off, but Everiy·
J. L Frink is improving slowly.
ett Conant and John Harper are at work
Charles Fessenden is qnite sick.
with teams nearly every day hauling
lumber, pressed hay or doing other work.
Dea. R. P. Fuller and wife are more
A very enjoyable supper was served
by the ladies of the Congregational Cir- feeble ofislate. Her sister, Miss Mary
with them and will remain
cle at Town Hall on Wednesday evening. Warren,
The entertainment consisted of singing with them through the winter, although
by Messrs. Hiram Getcbell, Carl Blake, her health is not good.
Clara Merrill does not gain since cold
and Jesse Rowe.
Dr.
are

]

|

|

weeks' term.
Helen Dexter ia

going

tjU StoniAek-

on »

in the

in feathers.
Mr. Farr of Lewiston was in town
Ezra
horses.
Mr. Frank P. McKenney ia having Friday looking after
coneiderable trouble with one foot Keen of Hartford and Fred Bennett
T. H.
came in with their steppers.
caused by a splinter in the fleeh.
It has been decided to hold the min- Lunt, H. A. Irish and Edwin Maxim of
strel entertainment at Dunham's Hall on this village, R. O. Jordan and Augustus
two evenings, Feb. 21st and 22d, with a Cloutier have some speed in sight.
There are indications that the Gulf
change of programme for each night.
There will be a social dance at Dun- Stream has turned in another direction.
ham's Hall, Friday evening of this week, It has of late been up Martin stream and
the Nezinscot, but Saturday morning
Feb. 9th.
there was no singing of birds.
North Paris.
Buckfield Grange is due to entertain
We have not had any snow and the Union Grange of East Sumner this Satteamstera are getting anxioue, as there is urday.
Mrs. Tucker is improving under the
a quantity of lumber, pulp and wood
efficient care of Miss Sarah Barrett.
still to be hauled to market.
West Paris Grange has invited Paris
Grange to visit their grange on the 17th
The local W. C. T. U. held its regular
of this month, and it is hoped a goodly
Friday afternoon with Mrs.
meeting
number will respond to the invitation.
Irish on High Street. An interCyrus
a
haa
also
West Paris Grange
gotten up
esting meeting was held, and practical
contest with C. B. Stevens and Mrs. themes were discussed and
plans laid for
Ezekiel Porter as captains.
future work.
Mrs. James Bradford was called to
During the past week, Rev. A. W.
Winthrop by the sudden death of her Pottle visited Lewiston, Portland and
brother's wife, Mrs. Will Bonney.
Westbrook. In the latter place he
Men looking for farms seem to be
preached Wednesday evening where requite plenty around just now, and it re- vival meetings have been going on since
minds us that spring is near at hand.
New Year's. More than fifty during
C. W. Chase has a fine flock of sheep, these
meetings have commenced the
some 13 or so, and they are beauties.
Christian life.

Norway.

to aohool

ItoikSÀalGicteMÀt
No

Copy

At the recent term of the Supreme
Judicial Court in Ellsworth were granted
only four divorcee which ia the lowest
number for many years. At former sessions the number haa been from 10 to
20, and it has even been higher than
that. The decrease la very gratifying.

of

Limited, of LORDOII,
31st Day of December, 1905.

On the

In court at Saco Thuraday E. James
of Biddeford, was acquitted,
after a trial lasting two days, of the
charge of assault with a dangerous
weapon upon Fred F. Doyle, at Biddeford, Oct. 1, and upon motion of County
Attorney Emery was discharged from

The

Mothers' Club at the hall Feb. 6th.
Mrs. Ο. M. Cummingsof Norway visited her sisters, Mrs. R. W. Knight and
M les Ellen Partridge, this week.
Mason.
D. E. Mills and son, V. R. Mills, of
Norway, were at A. J. Hutchinson's the
other day and stopped over night.
Ervin Hutchinson, wife and daughter
Laura, visited his uncle Austin of Albany Saturday and stopped over Sunday.
Tom Hastings and wife of Bethel were
in town one day this week.

Electrification of St. Clair Tunnel.
The announcement has been given out
by the Grand Trunk Railway System that
arrangements have been made for the

TOP COLLARS in the neweat

ama

50

design

ioc.t 15c. and 35

COLLAR AND CUFF SETS in ama
35c. and 50
atylea,

stitching,

a

98c.

great bargain,

$a.<

chine,

crepe de

Home Office, London, England.

Capital la
Capital paid up 1·.
(Not applicable In U. S. Statement.)
THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY IN THE
U. 8. ARE AS FOLLOWS:
reCash on hand and In the hands of
$ 322,437 94
Asrents or other person*.
Thi Amount of Its
The Amount of Its

Real Estate unincumbered
Bonds owned by the Company, bearing Interest at the rate of....per
cent., secured as follows :
United States Government Bonds,
Market value
Market value
State Bonds

Anaetasias Stefanau was on Wednesday, in court at Saco, found guilty of
manslaughter iu causing the death of
were
men
The
Anaetasias Costa.
Greeks, and worked in a Saco mill.
a
Costa was stabbed during
quarrel.
Stefanan was sentenced to eight years in
State prison.

Municipal Bonds,
Railroad Bonds,

"

"

"

"

Nil

—
—

Norman Sidelinger, 55, of Nobleboro,
killed Friday while felling trees. A
large pine was carried by the wind
against another tree and the top was
broken off. This fell upon Mr. Sidelinger
and inflicted injuries from which he
died shortly after. He leaves a wife and'
several children.

cumbrance,

Nil
4,160 8!
264,110 4'

and accrued

37,185 41

Banks

Amount due to

creditors

other

or

February 14th
Valentines.

Nil

Amount owing and not due, to Banks
or other creditors,
Losses adjusted and due
Losses adjusted and not due
Lo ses unadjusted......
Lop ne» In suspense, waiting for further proof,
All other claims again-it the company,
Amount accessary to reinsure out-

will

soon

We have

a

About time

be here.

large

and

elegant

to

think of

assortment.

Fancy and

EACH.

50c.

TO

lc.

1,869,485 5<

f
[
J

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

W. J. WHEELER & CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine.

2 Stores,

V. 8. BRANCH
THE

Aachen & Munich Fire Insurance

SntTRTLEFF * CO.

Comic, also Valentine Post Cards

11.966 01

47,216 01

»
Total Llabllltle
The greatest amount In any one risk,
Dependent upon
The greatest amount allowed by the
rules of the Company to be Insured construcln any one city, town or village,
] tlon.occu
The greatest amount allowed to be patl'n, fln
[ departm'
Insured In any one block

OF

A.

Large and Small.

Nil
Nil

25,241 01
111,134 <*

standing risks,

F.

CO.

A

VALENTINES.

$3,466,0121!

Total Assets,
LIABILITIES:

SIirRTLEFF

A.

F.

Debts otherwise secured
Debts for premiums
All other Securities. Interest due

Maine.

Norway,

288,400 0<
520,000 0C
802,600 01
1,426,227 4'

Loans on Bonds and Mortgages of
Real Estate, worth double the
amount for which the same 1* mortgaged, and free from any prior In-

was

{

I Maine.

SOUTH PARIS,
WEST PÂBIS,
F.

IIIVBTLEFF A CO.

A.

F.

A.

SDVBTLEFF A CO.

Company.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1906.
Real Estate

Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Bonds
Cash In Office and Bank,
Agents' Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets

$
1,184,577 a
147,989 51
146,020 5(
12,563 7
$1,491,751 6!
12,094 81

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

$1,479,656 81
Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC.31, 1905.
.$ 75,783 01
Net Unpaid Losses,
759,5*8 o;
Unearned Premiums
4,53* u
Allother Liabilities,

Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities
Cash

6)9,796 #

Total Liabilities and Snrplus,
WM. J. WHEELER A

$1.479,656 SI
CO., Agent·,
South Paris, Maine.

PROVIDENCE

for

j

PAPERS !

WALL

AT

Dayton Bolster & Co

N.

We have about 1500 rolls of Wall Paper and Borders we
to close out before putting the New Spring Papers in

wish

the racks.

Providence, Β. I.
ASSETS DEC.

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans

Stocks and Bonds
Cash In Office and
Agents' Balances

31, 1905.

$
2,564,685 71
171,477 Ν
272,668 4f
20,652 3i

Bank,

Bills Receivable

Interest and Rents,
λII other Assets

$3,029,484 <»J
1,81.' 3t

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

All Grades from 6c. to 25c. per rol
at 50c. on the $1. Come Early.
33 MARKBT

SQUARID,
ΜΑΙΝΈ

PARIS,

SOUTH

$3,027,671 6i
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905.
$ 248,283 79
NetUrpald Losses,
1,591,169 82
Unearned Premium)
Admitted Assets

All othor Liabilities

Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

500,000 w
665,218 1(

Total Liabilities and Surplus

$3,o.*7,671
CO., A gouts.
South Paris, Me

W. J. WHEELER A

Dulcte Insurance Company,

Ntw York.
DEC. 31,1906.
$ 24,053 7ï
16,400 0C
2,500 oc
676,745 OC
140,354 52
Bank,
47,21?:) 07

Poughkeepsle,
ASSETS

Real Estate

Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loana,
Stocks and Bonds

Cash In Offloe and
Agent*' Balances

Bills H'.'celvable

OF MEN'S

SUITS
them

φ 913,282 52
LIABILITIES DEC.31,1905.
$ 48,418 66
Net Unpaid Losses
485,491 OH
Unearned Premiums,
3,728 47
Allother Liabilities
200,POO 00
Cash Capital,
30
all
175,644
Liabilities,
Surplus over
Admitted Assets

Cash Capital

plaid effects,

$10.

are now

$t2.

All of our winter overcoats are marked down.
Fur Coats at Cost.
Boys' Russian vests, 75c. and $1 qualities, have
been marked down to 25c.

H.

B.

1.000 000 00

1

!

FOSTER,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

2,100,509 51

Liabilities

<

our $12
single breasted suits in gray,
brown and other desirable mixtures are now $10.
A large assortment of $15 suits are in this mark
Most of them made by Hart, Schaffner &
down.
All $15 suits
Marx. Light and dark patterns.

All of

«8,859,128 89
Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1905.
$ 398,767 91
Net Unpaid Losses
5,348,744 29
Unearned Premiums
11,107 16
AU other Liabilities

Surplus over all

quick.

Men's double breasted suits in neat
all sizes 34 to 44, sold for $12, now

$8,850,128 89

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted,

OVERCOATS.

Black worsted frock coats, from suits that sold
from $ro to $i6i extra wearing qualities, your
choice for $2.
Several lots of $10 suits in quite a variety of pat·
terns, all sizes at present, for $7 50 per suit.

$ 916 268 06
2,965 54

admitted,

=

Our stock taking, just completed, brings to light
all the small lots and broken sizes. They're to be
sold at once. They are marked at prices to move

2,931 OS

Interest and Rents
All othor Assets
Gross Assets
Deduct Item· not

CLEARANCE SALE

$ 913,282 52
Total Liabilities and Surplua
witches knew of concoctions of hair by
WM. J. WHEELED A CO., Agents,
South Pari·, Maine.,
Cat's
which they poisoned enemies.
hair was especially named In the category of poisonous hairs, and even at
the begiunlng of the seventeenth century Paulus Zacchiae, a famous physiof Brooklyn, Ifew York.
cian, writes of the virulent poison of
AS9ETS DEC. 31,1905.
the hair of cats.
$ 568,000 00
Among civilized people such supersti- Real Estate
46,600 00
Mortgage Loans
tious beliefs have gone out of existence, Collateral Loans,
61,425 00
6,6^7,796 00
and only Malays give their enemies Stocks and Bonds,
43
and
643,752
In
Office
Cash
Bank,
tiger hairs in broth to kill them.
917,666 64
Agents' Balances,
Bills Receivable,
I nterest and Rents,
13.886 82
All other Assets,
THE HUMAN RIBS.

adoption of electric traction jp the St.
Clair Tunnel, the contract for which has
Judge Emery, Judge Spear, Judge Hal·,
Hub Twelve l'a I r κ, and tfomii
the
other
peddle-cart
day.
|
been awarded to the Westinghouse Elec- Man
Ex-Governor Long, Hon. Charles E. LitHa· Juat the Same.
J. M. Philbrook was in town looking tric and
the
Company;
Manufacturing
tlefield and many others.
after cows and calves, the 31st.
A man who hud been sick said he
work to be started at once ana brought
The president of the club is Mr. wuy
S. Westleigh slipped on the ice while to
[
completion as quiokly as possible. was so thin he could count his ribs.
Murcbie of Boston, formerly of Calais.
handling wood, and hurt his thumb The system that will be adopted is known
When I heard this statement I asked,
The vice-presidents are Mr. Thomas M.
quite badly.
as the alternating carrent system with "How
Babson of Boston, formerly of Wiscasset;
many did you count?" He was
A. E. Tyler lost a horse recently.
in
conductors
conductor·—the
overhead
Colonel James G. White of Newton
unable to unswer. Several friends were
tunnel
of
the
interior
the
being
placed
Centre, formerly of Gardiner; Hon.
stundiug by, and the query was put to
East Sumner.
upon the walla, and in the railway yards
William T. Cobb of Rockland, Hon. Anthem. Not u inuu could tell the numsteel
a
will
be
with
serions
Frank
L.
met
by
bridges.
Ryerson
they
drew P. Wiswell of Ellsworth and Hon.
supported
A The trains will be operated by alternat- ber of his ribs. One bright chap said
accident last Thursday afternoon.
Clarence Hale of Portland. The secreover
one
loaded
sled
carrent
looomotives,
capable of haul- In all seriousness that a woman has
passed
leg,
heavily
is
ing
Mr. Luther C. Greenleaf of Bostary
scraping the flesh, musoles and liga- ing a passenger train on the grade at the one more rib than a man, because man
ton, formerly of Abbot. The treasurer
ments to the bone, and making a fearful rate of 20 to 25 miles an hour, and a lost one in the fashioning of woman.
is Dr Frederick A. Davis of Boston, for- George Haley
weather came.
wound requiring over 30 stitohes to dress freight train of 1000 tons at the rate of And, do you know, this belief is commerly of Ellsworth. The directors are Tarr gave a short talk on "Old IronWe
have
a
with
smart
us, properly. Dre. Mareton of West Sumner ten miles an boar. The interior of the
very
boy
Mr. Guy Murchie, Mr. W. S. B. Stevens sides.
mon? Suddenly spring the question on
He
Eddie
L.
Record.
cuts
and
haul·
and Morse of Canton were speedily sum- tannel and the yards on both the United
First Congregational church,
Rev.
of Boston, formerly of PitUton, Mr.
the
any acquaintance you may happen to
house
oooks,
of
the
St.
Clair
side·
wood,
keeps
nicely,
moned and attended to the patient. On State· and Canada
Weld A. Rollins of Boston, formerly of James J. G. Tarr, Pb. D., pastor. SunUnless
washes dishes, sets the table lor bis
Saturday the patient was taken to the River will be lighted by electricity from meet in the day's Journeying.
Portland ; Mr. F. G. PetHgrove oi Bos- day, Feb. 11, morning worship at 10:45,
uncle and himself, cares for the horse
hospital in Lewiston, and it is feared the power that will be generated in the he be a medical man he will in all probton, formerly of Calais; Mr. E. C. Mans- with sermon by the pastoi, "Looking
and cows, and plays with his little dog that the leg will have to be amputated extensive power house that it will be ability be unable to answer.
field of AllJton, formerly of Camden; for Another Christ." Evening worship
and is ready for work; is only as a last resort to save life. It is a necessary to erect
u. yj
It is an anatomical fact that man has
p, Garcelon of Boston, formerly atT.OO. Subject of the sermon, "Bead- every day,
15 this month.
serious case.
The length of the tunnel proper is twelve pairs of ribs and woman the
of Lewiston; Dr. A. S. Whitmore of ing the Will." Singing by the chorus
6,025 feet, and of the open portals or game number. The fonr abort ribs,
Boston, formerly of Bowdolnham and choir. The seats are free and you are
North Albany.
Wilson's Mills.
approaches, 6,603 feet additional, or two on each aide, are the "free" ribs,
Brunswick; and Mr. W. P. Rogers of welcome.
Herman'Brown and Abner Kimball
The mercury was at 66 above zero here more than two mile· in all, one of the and in all
Boston, formerly of Greenville.
probability Eve was made of
longeât sab-marine taonela in the world.
are cutting ioe for home use.
Byroa.
They Monday noon, Jan. 22d.
One of the most peculiar sight· that it
It la a continuous iron tube, nineteen one of these. A man could manage to
have
his
finished
Ν.
K.
Bennett
and
has
at
for
different
been
for
home
a
just
granddaughter,
George Taylor
cutting
without his free
has been possible to see in Maine for few
Millie Storey, started lor Colebrook fèet, ten inohee in diameter, pat togeth- struggle through life
days from Maaoo'· mill, Mexico, as parties in Bethel.
many years was noticed at the Colby the mill could not ran on acooant of
John Kimball is hauling pulp wood to Monday to have some teeth extracted, er In sections as the work of Wing pro· ribs, and I have no donbt that ere long
campus Jan. 27. The upper end of anchor ice.
but owing to the high water and bad oeeded, and finally bolted together, the some corset manufacturer will require
Bethel for his father this week.
the campus is covered with ice and there I
Mrs. Lalia Smith is visiting relative· roads did not get back nntll Thursday. total weight of the iron aggregating woman to have hers removed in order
Mr. and Mrs. Orletus Phillips of Weld |
was a big bunch of skaters.
At the were
The 28th were were servioes at the 66,000,000 pounds.
to lengthen ber walet and to reduce Its
visiting friends in town Saturday. In this place a few weeks.
lower end was a number of boys playing j Dr. and Mrs. S.
The work was commenced In SeptemTaylor called on| John Upton is at work at Rosooe church by Rev. C. H. Mcllleny of Ashgirtb. To break a few of the asternal
for
waa
base ball, and still farther along was to friends in Pern and
It
and
freight
opened
the
ber,
1888,
words, "Silland, taking for his text
Carthage Sunday Emery's.
ribs (ten altogether) la nothing; to
a little more
be seen the teams of the Chalmers Ice1 and
in
Ootober.
traffic
1891;
as
I
Mrs.
ver
bnt
snoh
Carrie
Pen
and
have
I
and
none,
gold
Monday.
ley
sister, Olla
Co. hauling Ice. It has been a long time j
than three years befog required for Its break some of the sternal (fourteen In
Mr. and Mrs. Greenlsaf Hodadon of | Emery, visited their parents here last have I give unto thee."
if ever since the people of Maine saw ont Pern are
After a week of very warm weather oompletion. Paaienger trains began number) ones Is far more serions.—New
Sunday.
visiting at Leslie Dunn's.
of door base ball ou January 27, or any
fork Press.
Mrs. Hackett of Ankara is visiting] Frank Upton is helping frank Emery the meroury was at faro Monday, the running through It Deoember 7, 1891.
<
It oo* «,700,000.
day in January.
ι while this winter.
Nth.
her daughter, Mrs. W. A. Arris.
Bert Littlefield was in town with his

STOCKS of chiffon and ribbon in
deaigna,

IRVING, Manager.

A. D.

meeting of the Maine
Hotel Proprietors' Association in Lewiston Friday, a vote was taken authorizing the board of directors to form organizations in every county to act with
the state organization for the election of
favor of

located at
Street, New York, Ν. Y.

It Is
No. 47 Cedar

At the annual

in

Company I·

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE CO., Limi edf
OF LONDON.

custody.

are

of the

name

STOCKS in dainty designs of Swiaa at
....
251
chiffon,

LINGERIE WAISTS of fine material, SILK SCARFS in white and color
hematitched enda, 68 inchea long, 50
upper half of front bas a pretty designed, embroidered piece set in lace, SILK SCARFS, 20 incbee wide and 1
made very full with forty-two fine
inches long, hematitched end, blu
$1.98
tucks,
...
white and pink,
98
WAISTS of good lawn, front has comSILK SCARPS in crepe de chine wit
bination of embroidery and lace yoke,
hemstitched enda,
98
full front with three rows of val lace
in
extra
SCARFS
SILK
hemand
high
quality
tucks
has
cuff
down front,

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE CO,

Paupus

state officers who
submission.

the United States Branch of the

STOCKS in twelve atylea of Swiia en
broidery and Ρ Κ made in 26c. style
13 i-a
for this tale,

$2.50

tucks, stylish,

Condition

Statement of the

Kilgore
was much lower, although way above
mark,'With her two children, has been that of a
superstition about hair. Great strength
year ago.
her
father, A. D. Kilgore.
was implied by it, and wizards and
visiting

Norway recently.

NECKWEAR DEPARTMENT

WAIST DEPARTMENT

con·

val lace with edge, back bac cluster·
omei penetrates to the most remote cells
of fine took·, sleeve bas lace set in,
of the nose and throat, and thns kills the
a dainty waist for
catarrhal germs, heals the irritated mucous membrane, and gives complete and WAIST of Jap silk, front bas two embroidered panels, five rows of lace inpermanent cure.
Hyomei is the simplest, most pleasant
sertion, lace collar, fine tucks in back
and the only guaranteed cure for catarrh
and deep tucked cuff,
$1.98
that has been discovered. Complete outLINGERIE WAISTS of fine material,
fit, $1.00; extra bottle 50 cents.
ly pleased that the new company ia getfront bas an imported, embroidered
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
ting auoh a fine start and the steady inpanel and four rows insertion with
come is of great value to the town's
edge to match, back has sixteen fine
of
prosperity.

Eles

FRIGHTFULLY BURNED.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist, of Ford
City, Pa., had his band frightfully burned in an electrical furnace. He applied
Bucklen's Arnica Salve with the usual
result: "a quick and perfect cure."
Greatest healer on earth for Burns,
Wounds, Sores, Eczema and Piles. 25c
at F. A. Shurtleff and Co., Druggists.

dangerous drags or alcoholic

They com
The new dainty Waists and Neckwear are pleasing.
A ca
in
and
clean
style.
original
fresh,
from
our
manufacturers,
direct
at these departments will be helpful to you.

STOCKS of lace and battenburg I
cootions are taken into the stomach LINGEBIE WAISTS of fine material,
pretty désigna, with and without tab
front h m joke of val lace and a Y of
when Hyomei is used. Breathed through
la
waist
of
to
from
V
of
bottom
allover,
Hythe inhaler, the balsamic healing

The Buckfield Literary Club holds its
Stamps valued at $25 and $150 in
A. B. Abbott and wife visited her sis- bi-monthly meeting Tuesday afternoon
by
ter, Mrs. Lorin Trask, in Newry, re- with Mrs. Pottle. An entertainment money were obtained Tuesday night
will be given and refreshments served. burglars from the post office in the
cently.
and general store of Charles Y. Minott at
Leroy Abbott is at home from Hebron. Mrs. W. I. Shaw, Mrs. Gilbert Tilton
from
A. J. Abbott and wife started for Mrs. A. W. Pottle constitute the com- Phippsburg. The door was blown
the safe with nitro-glycerine and the
Massachusetts last week on a visit to mittee on entertainment.
done
been
The union meeting at the Baptist work is believed to have
by
their daughter and other frienda.
them.
Dea. Dunham sold two calves last church one week ago was well attended professionals. There is no clue to
PotA.
W.
week for 170, to Canton parties. Mrs. and deep interest felt. Rev.
President Hyde of Bowdoin College
Dunham is not gaining as fast as her tle preached, taking for his text, "Are
announces a gift to the college of $50,000
there few that be saved?" Luke 13:23.
friends wish she might.
The fourth quarterly conference of the from Col. Isaac H. Wing of Bayfield,
North Stoneham.
Methodist church, Rev. C. F. Parsons Wis., a member of the class of 1856
which graduated just half a century ago.
L. G. McKeen has sold hie interest in presiding, will be held next Saturday
The gift is In long term gold bonds bearthe
Feb.
at
Methodist
McKeen.
10,
parto
H.
B.
mill
here
evening,
the new
ing interest at five per cent and will be
He has moved back to his house at East sonage, at seven o'clock.
utilized as an endowment for the chair
Stoneham.
of mathematics.
Newry.
Emma Grover is visiting her parents,
The freshet of a week ago and tbe
Mr. and Mrs. John McAllister, at Lovell.
Mrs. Sarah Coffin, 64 years of age, the
Will Grover has gone to Casco after a continued warm weather have been bad wife of
Joseph H. Coffin of Auburn, died
for
load of goods for hie father, Simon for loggers in this vicinity, especially
morning after taking a dose
Wednesday
River
for
Bear
cross
who
had
to
Grover, who has bought a place at East those
λίγη. iumu lotumcu ιai
οι rarie green,
ice
out
as
the
went
their work,
during her home on Saturday after being missStoneham.
frozen
has
not
tbe
river
the
and
rain,
yet
Mabel Brooks has finished her school
ing since Dec. 10th. She had been
at Bartlettborough and is staying this except for pedestrians.
unbalanced periodically for
mentally
cover
snow
to
ie
There
ffm.
Gammon.
enough
scarcely
week with her uncle,
Mrs. Coffin is survived by
sotue years.
Mrs. Wm. Gammon is visiting her the ground, but in the traveled roads the five children besides her husband.
is
and
smooth
solid
ice
No.
quite
of
making
Bertha
Keniston,
4,
daughter,
good sleighing. A foot or two of snow
Lovell.
Wyman B. Bickford, aged 38, of BanMiles Adams has finished work at is very much to be desired.
gor, was instantly killed at Lowelltown
is
Colds are very prevalent and there
Grafton and is at home.
on the Canadian Pacific Railroad Tuessome one sick in nearly every house.
day night, being run over by a locomoWest Sumner.
H.
B.
A.
Ε.
Mrs.
Powers,
Mrs.
Knapp,
tive. Bickford nad recently been apMrs.
W.
D.
Olive
Miss
Powers,
Kilgore, pointed a deputy inspector of customs
Lottie Allen of Paris is working for
are
and
Harold
Walker
Will
Taylor
Mrs. E. J. Mareton.
attached to the Bangor custom house
The Pleasant Pond school, taught by among the sick ones.
and his wife and child were to have left
Mr. and Mrs. Brown and son Herbert, Bangor on Wednesday to join him when
Nelson Mixer of Woodstock, closed Friwho have been working for J. S. Allen, the news of his death was received.
day.
The Oxford Telephone Co. held a have returned to Stoneham.
It is the intention of the officials of
meeting here the 30th inst.
LUCKIEST MAN IN ARKANSAS.
the Bath Iron Works to make the new
Messrs. I. 0. Swift, Geo. West, D. D.
"I'm the luckiest man in Arkansas," scout ship Chester building at the plant
Small and others are making preparations to put in a short telephone line. writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno, "since the fastest war vessel afloat. The conMr.'Smali already has his poles hauled the restoration of my wife's health after tract requirements call for 24.5 knots for
and ready to be set. 0. G. Chandler five years of contiguous coughing and four hours on ber trial trip, and it is
she may
and A. G. Karrar will string the wire. It bleeding from tbe lungs; and I owe my the hope of her builders that
has
will be known as the Gore Mountain good fortune to the world's greatest attain 25 knots. The nearest that
medicine, Dr. King's New Discovery for ever been made to this was by a Russian
Line.
the
C. L. Dunham left Saturday for Water- Consumption, which I know from ex- warship afterwards sunk during
ville to visit his uncle, Horatio Dunham. perience will cure consumption if taken Japanese war which made one mile at a
a
Mr Dunham was accompanied by his in time. My wife improved with first rate of 25 knots, but this was only
brother Carl of North Paris. They ex- bottle and twelve bottles completed tbe spurt and was not kept up.
cure." Cures the worst coughs and
pect to return in a few days.
THE YELLOW FEVER GERM
Alphonzo Howe, who has been very ill colds or money refunded. At F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.'s, druggists. 50c and has recently been discovered. It bears a
with the grippe, is slowly recovering.
Mr. Mellon Bates, who is having a 11.00. Trial bottle free.
close resemblance to the malaria germ.
To free the system from disease germs,
long tedious illuess, shows some slight
The
and
Bricks are still up,
way up.
the most effective remedy is Dr. King's
improvement. His greatest trouble is
sold
dealer
brick
loss of appetite and consequent weak- other day a Lewiston
New Life Pills. Guaranteed to cure all
1ΛΛ ΩΛΑ of ÉQ α
ftinnoon/i η η ftiA par
It will be a year the 2d inst. since
ness.
diseases due to malaria poison and con"I
ie
the
at
16.50
yard.
he was stricken with a paralytic shock. The usual price
stipation. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff &
He is anxiously waiting the coming of never remember but once when they Co.'s Drug Store.
dealer.
the
Lewiston
went
over
$8," says
epring when he hopes to get out of doors
"It was during the building of the
once more.
HAIR AND BEARDS.
in 1806, and then they
school
grammar
Denmark.
brought $12."
They Hate IMayed Important Peril
Mr. Will Holland, while cutting wood
In the World'· History.
HEALING
QOSPEL.
A
the
misin the woods Wednesday, had
In ceuturies past the human hail
fortune to cut his foot badly, which will
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
played an important part in all Judicial
Sharon Baptist church, Belair, Ga says
lay him up all winter.
wore permitMrs. Abbie Smith is reported as very of Electric Bitters: '-It's a Godsend to proceedings. Those that
sick.
mankind. It cured me of lame back, ted to wear beard and hair had rights
Mrs. Alvin Ordway had another bad stiff joints, and complete physical col- that could not be claimed by the shorn
spell Wednesday evening.
lapse. I was so weak It took me half an and shaved. When men made oath
Mr. Geo. W. Gray is soon to place hoar to walk a mile. Two bottles of they touched their beard und huir, und
steam in his bouse for beating purposes. Electric Bitters have made me so strong women
placed the finger tips of th6
Everybody on the new Denmark tele- I have just walked three miles in 60 min- right huiul on their tresses.
phone line is very anxious to hear what utes and feel like walking three more.
Servants were obliged to have theit
their neighbors have to say.
It's made a new man of me." Greatest
hair cut. and if a freedmau went into
Some fine strings of pickerel have remedy for weakness and all Stomach,
he had to divest himself of his
been caught in this town within a few Liver and
Kidney complaints. Sold slavery
under guarantee at F. A. Sburtleff & hirsute adornments. An adult adopted
days.
by foster parents was obliged to have
Co.'s Drug Store. Price 60c.
Norway Lake.
his beard shaved, and the shaving oi
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
received by several beard and hair was a punishment inFrom returns
with Mrs. Christine Stephens Feb. 7th.
in Skowhegan who shipped ap- flicted on criminals. The jurisprudence
farmers
It will be an afternoon with Oliver
to the English market in the fall, it of our ancestors dealt with punishment
Wendell Holmes. All members are to
as been found that the net income from
"by skin and hair" for small offensée
'have some of his poems or prose to read,
was from |3 to 18 per and "by neck and hand" for greatei
and Mrs. Ella Perry is to have a paper of extra fancy fruit
barrel. This, however, was the excep- crimes.
his life. Quotations from Holmes.
There has always been more or less
Mrs. Blanche
Potter of Den- tion, not the rule. The average price
Mrs. J. S. Kneeland visited friends at

FOR THE BALL SEASON,

lj

•

wounded his foot

Plaisted and family before they built
The directors of the library association their present residence.
Mr. Woodbury Tibbetts of Palermo
will meet with Miss Hammond Wedneshas visited his son, Dr. Tibbetts, who
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. Marble and Mrs. Pierce will en- bas recently settled here.
The Flinch party Thursday evening
tertain the Ladies' Universalist Sewing
Circle next Thursday afternoon at 2 waa one of the most enjoyable of the
The games were preceded by a
season.
o'clock. All are cordially invited.
Advertised letters in Paris post office pleasing program consisting of a vocal
Misa Jennie M. Brown apent the moat
Pink-eye is prevailing, and Mrs. Sansolo by Dr. I. H. Wight, quartette, Miss
February 1st:
friends
at South Paris ford Lucas has been quite 111 with the
last
week
with
of
Miss
Mrs.
Susan
Jane
Edwards,
Gibson,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Burnett.
same.
Mr». Dick Bridgford.
Beaaie Andrew·, and Mi·· Alice Russell, and vicinity.
Mrs. Ellen Thomes is Improving.
Mre. Anule L. Wheeler.
Misa Alfreda Brewster .of Portland,
a reading by Rev. Mr. Scboonover.
and
Mr. Walter Newcomb.
Mrs. R. C. Thomes is still quite poorly.
of
who ia working in the intereat
winter
the
Me.,
closed
in
town
schools
The
Ondeld.
Mr. J. W.
Whitten has changed
Mrs. Lydia
the Woman'a Chriatian
Temperance
M lee Lola Parker.
term for the long vacation Friday.
in nurses. She now has Mrs. F. L. BeauMr. Bryon Konell (poet card.)
Mr. Charles Piogree has purchased Union in Oxford County, will apeak
roth from Lewiston. Favorable reports
On Friday afternoon at 2:30 the Bap- the house on Vernon Street, owned by the Methodiat church Monday evening,
are heard of her condition.
Feb. 12, at 7:30. All are invited.
tist circle will meet in Cummings Hall. Mrs. Lottie Barker.
The crow, the robin and tbe blue-bird
The private achool taught by Miaa
This is the annual b usinées meeting of
Friday evening, Rev. Mr. Schoonover
after an eight are reported, and we have a fool hen who
the society and new officers will be lectured in the Methodist church upon Dudley closee this week
has lost her reckoning and shed her

March

The Congregationalist calls attention
to the fact that many churches are deficient in the matter of exits and other
safeguards of life and health in regard
to which theatres and other places of
public assembly are nominally at least
looked after very carefully. This disman
covery will be a great boon to the
who has exhausted his list of good excuses for not attending divine service on

evening

dance was given in Odeon Ηώ.
Mr. Sherman Hazel tine baa purchased
the Plaisted house on Chapman Street,
occupied formerly by the late Oeorge

WMt Fui·.
Lumbermen are feeling somewhat discouraged m to the proepeot for filling
contracts and getting the lumber neceeaary for winter work. The hllli are almoat entirely bare of snow and the
■treeta are a mixture of loe and grit. ▲
very unusual winter.
Fifty or more member· of West Paria
Lodge, No. 15, I. O. O. P., attended the
lodge meeting at South Paria laat Thursday evening and report a very fine time.
Àn excellent banquet and a moat enjoyable aocial occaaion. The moat of the
company went by train returning by a
apecial car, and a few went with teama.
Ed Stevens of Guildhall, Vt., has been
visiting hia brother, Mr. Nelaon Stevena,
at Trap Corner.
Bafe Hatt, who lives at Mr. Stevens',
has been quite sick but Is now better.
W. 0. Bryant has returned from the
hoapital and ia gaining every day.
Dir. C. L. Buck will be at tne Maple
Houae Wedneaday, Feb. 7, for the praotice of dentiatry. He makea a regular
trip once a month.

Mark Down Sale

$8,850,128 80
Total Liabilities and Surplus
W, J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine.

OF

BABY SLEIGH ROBES

Organ for Sale.

$6.00 white fur go-cart robes now $5.00. $3.00 white fur robes nov
organ, oak finish, one extra
large and handsome instru- $2.50. $3.50 white wool robes now $2.75. $2.00 white wool robes nov
ment, good aa new.
$1.50. Now is the time to buy a nice warm robe for the baby very cheap
HARRY DUDLEY,
Buckfield, Me.

Estey

octave,

Notice of First

Meeting of Creditors.

In the District Court of the United States
the District of Maine. Id Bankruptcy.
I
[n the matter of

FRANK K. DAVIS,

(

Bankrupt.)

for

la Bankruptcy.

To the creditors of Frank K. Davis of Bock*

1

leld, la the County of Oxford and district aforelaid, a bankrupt.
Notice la hereby

given

that on the S7th day of

MalneTon^eli*^^

of
3onse.ln Sonth Paris,
reb.. A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at
rhlch time the said creditors may attend, prore
heir claims, appoint a trustee, ezaaslne the
Muikrupt and transact such other business aa

February 0,1906.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ÎSSSe»0/»0"'
Ol Main flit.· Norway, Maine.

CASTORIA FertetetsaKCMdM.

Ik* KM Ym Km Ahrajs Bs«ckl

Beamth·

^

■OTICft.
■OTIC*.
that b
The anbecrlber hereby gtTM notice thai thai The iubecrlber hereby give· notice the
lai
haa been duly appointed executrix of tbe-laat kaa beea duly appelated executor of
will tad leatament of
PITII M. HOLDEN, lata of Part·,
C. TUTTLK. late of Bockleld.
*1»ei
In the Coontr of Oxford, deceased, and given la the Cooaty of Oxford, deoeeaed, aad baetaj
AU pereoa·
bond* m the law directe. AU ptnoM bavin* boada aa the lav direct·.
deoea·*
aald
of
the
eatate
demand·
Mid
iaceeaeg
of
aetata
agalaat
demand· ayalaat the
aettleaieai
m dMtna to ργμμ Um mum far eetUe- aiedeatred to preeeat the aaate for
ml, and All Indebted thereto an reqwûed Ιο aadalltadebted thereto an reqaeateritoaaki
■aka payai 1··οΛ1·»1τ.
JAMBS β. WEIGHT.
▲xnixm.tuttlb.
JaLwa,1M.

^SOLOK

r^SaSw£*>*lJ'

flu toetotA fcmocmt

SOUTH_PAKIS.
(iKA.SU

TBl'MK

RAILWAY.

Commencing < Vtober 1, 1903,
TRAISS

LEATI

days

SOUTH F ABU

—3 :* A. ■., ilmllr ; 9:30 a.
Going down ^ east)
4:35 p. M-, dally.
dally except Sunday.
dally; 3«r. M.,
tiotng up <we»l)—».» A.M.,
dally.
except Sunday; 8:47 P.

dally

Office

Ml* Leo· Leighton haa iom to Bu· !
Capt John P. Dnrbora.
gor.
Capt. John F. Dearborn, aged 71, died
Mias Susie L. Porter «u at home over at hi· home at Bryant'· Pond, Monday,
Sunday from her teaching in Portland. after an illneee of aeveral month·. Cant
Dearborn oatno of one of the old famille·
George Krakine of Rutland, M au., of Boston, where he waa born March 27,
was a gueet at J. F. McArdle'a a few
1834.
He received a common school
last

socth paius post orne*.
7 SO A. M. to 7.30 P. M.
Hour·
cuuicaxs.

nrst Cougregatlonal Church, Κβv. A. K. Bald
10 43 Α. M and
wto. Pastor. Preaching services,
p.m.. Sunday School IS·.; Y. P. S. C. E.
00
7
on Tuesday
Church
*·
meeting
;
S DO pprayer
at 7 ο o'clock. AU. not otherwise con

11

week.

Monday evening.

George

▲.

Briggs'

this

Dr. J. W. Davis and family, who have
been at Dr. C. L. Bock's, have returned
to their home in Scarboro.
Rev. H. A. Clifford is attending the
of the Methodist State Sunday
School Board in Portland.

meeting
C. R.

Pomeroy

is to continue the route
of the Grand Union Tea Co., formerly
Clifford, Pastor. driven
MeihodMChurch.
by George S. Bout elle.
On Sunday, nwrnlnz prayer meeting 9 Α) A. M. :
Sabbath School
-«rvle* 10 45 a.
preaching worth
The cold wave got here all right, at
β 13 p. m.:
League
Meeting
M
hp
12
last.
And they promise us another
7 .DO p.
«Tcolntc prayer meetlug class a.; prayer meet
meeting, Friday pretty close on the heels of it.
In* Τ «-mlay evening;
çvcqIokRev. J. Wallace Cheabro,
Mrs. Fred P. Chandler and daughters,
BatUtt Church
Ρ t, r. on Surdav. preaching service 10:46 a. Hilda and Marjorte, are
visiting relatives
Μ. ; Υ. Ρ S. C. Ε
β ^3 ρ.
«
School
*ahMth
„
at Bethel and Groveton, X. H.
pnver meeting 7 P. Μ.; Tuesday evening
n
at
V
30.
Seats
All
are
free.
"service
prayer
Next Sunday, Rev. S. G. Davis of Norwe.Vonie
Inlver^allst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor way will preach in the Universalist
at 10:43 a. M.
Prea. 'ill'* -erv ce every Sunday
church on exchange with Rev. J. H.
12 H.
Evening service, 7
Su·, lay school Λ»
Little.
*
evening
Invited.
nected.are cordially Rev
H. A.

r.

Roy E. Strickland, who has a position
with the General Electric Co. in Schenectady, Ν. Y., made a two days' visit at
home Saturday and Sunday.

STATED UKKTINQ·.

Regular
Κ .* A M.—Parla Lodge, No. 94.
Tuce lay evening on or before full moon.
I. ο. <>. r.—Mount Ml.-a Lodge, regular meet'.n.:·. Thursday evenlnic of each week.—Aurora
KiK.impment. -irst and third Monday evening·
of each month.
D ,.· R.—Mount Pleaean Rebekah Lodge, No.
3i mci". ■H.cond and fourth Friday· or each
monta In Odd Fellows' Hall.
V R.—w. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14S, meets
Ur « an·! thirl Saturday evenings of each
in 'Ctû, In (i. Λ. H. Hall.
W"
K. RVr.ball Relief Corps meets flret
ailrd -aturday evenings ol each month, In
in
Relief Corps Hall.
I*, of II.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct 1,
tirst aid third Saturday; during the
x. et»
In
η alnder of the year, meets every Saturday,
bntoice Hall.
I'. ». G. C.—Second and fourth Monday· of
e tch month.
s. K. <». P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 131,
ti -eeond and fourth Wednesday evening·
D>
of ach month.
.of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Kr ay evening at Pythian Hall.

CHUKCHU.

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8.
Rl leout, Pastor.
Preaching service 8undav,
1030 A. M.;8abbath School, 1230M.; T. P. 8.
Sundav
C. E.,
Kveolng, 630 P. U.; Social Meeting, 7 30 P. M ; regular weekly Praj er Meeting,
Tuesday eveningUniversalis! Church, Rev. 8. G. Davli,
Pastor. Preaching servloe on Sunday at 1030
A. M. Sabbath School, 19M); T. P.C. U. meet-

education,

and at the age of 14 yean
buaineu home in Boeton.
Here he remained for aix years, and then
went to sea, starting in before the mast
on a three year·' voyage around the
world. He loved the sea, and rose to
the highest rank in the ship.
The breaking out of the civil war
found him in Liverpool, England, when
he hastened home to take up arms in
defence of the Union. He was commis·
missioned acting master in the United
State· Navy Dec. 27,1861, serving until
March 22, 1864, when on account of poor
health he was ordered to the command
of Boston
navy yard, where he remained
He
until mustered out, March 17, 1866.
was proud indeed of his service in the
He was with Admiral Farragut
navy.
up and down the Mississippi, at Port
Hudson, Vicksburg and other noted en-

The festival chorus rehearsal will be entered

held as usual at

NOBWAY.

a

ing, 7 KM P.

M.

Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brook·. Paator.
Preaching aervlce. 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School,
1930 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.-00 P.M.,
Drayer meeting, Tueaday evening; class meeting
Friday evening.
Kpworth League, Sunday
evening, 6.-00 P.M.
Baptist Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor
Preachingservice. 1030A.M.; Sabbith School,
1230 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 730.
STATED MKET1HG8.
V. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18. In Masonic Hall. Frf.lay Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,

No. 29. assembles Wednesday Kvenlng. on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. Λ 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after

W. C. T. U. Not··.
OUR PLEDGE·

I hereby promlàa, God helping me, to
sbstain from all distilled, fermented and
malt liquors, Including wine,
and to employ aH
older, m a

bever^e,
discourage

proper mean· to

»nd trafflo for the tame.

GAS IN THE STOMACH.
that sense of fullness so
often experienced after eating is caused
bj the formation of gas. The stomach
fails to perform its funotlons and the
food ferments. Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets will oorreot the disdisorder.
Tbey aid digestion and
strengthen and invigorate the stomach
and bowels. Por sue by Sbnrtleff A
Co., 8onth Paris; Jones Drug Store,

Belching and

the uee of

Noontide. Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.

Hour of Prayer Phil. 4.6.

>f the liquor traffic.

South
The February meeting
Paris W. C. T. U. will be held with Mrs.
Lucelia Morton on Thursday of this
ireek Feb 8. Mrs. Clifford leader. The
programme will be as follows: Quotations from lliss Wlllard, Non-Akobolic

of.theι

If you are acquainted with anyone who
is troubled with this distressing ailment
you can do him no greater favor than to
tell him to try Chamberlain's Salve. It
give· Instant relief. Price 26 cents per
box. Sold by Shurtleff A Co., South

Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes
Drug Store, Norway.

was an

full moon.
I. Ο. Ο. F.—Nowrav
In Odd rvilows' Hall,

able commander,

going
feeling

BROOKS—The

"ec"r]"K

need^

TORIC
LENS.

ORDINARY
LENS.

They'll
delight

pair

TJfciWSSi g.M»g,

George]

Annoying

Sood

sc^ool

Samuel Richards,

—

OPTICIAN,

J Cord

C|i«ord
L'b^ry.^
Mtnj

J

^retoto

KÏ.W

Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Cors^an Stove Wood and

j

J

ûd pervefse.

Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

r™Be6patient

Democrat

j

j

be^uM

OLD CARPETS

ARE VALUABLE

ruqs

Κ'®***®}

entert^ing.

The^U^ited0'States

patro"'z^ ^

enough

Pension

I

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Also Window & Door Frames,

Η

b,thl

Planing, Sawing

JWJD

by

CHANDLER,
Sale.

Pullets

et^e

May>hatched pullets,

»^le8 ^

J.

'05.

WALDO NA8H,

Licensed Taxidermist,

[

Furniture, Household
Goods.

My

Saturday
anything

tg

Commercial Union Assurance
Company, Ltd

C·

opening

appreciate

buy,

^ell

...

—

beiag^J
for^

ment has no curative effect. It does not
reach the seat of the trouble and remove

the

cause.

How much better to use Mi-o-na,
which restores lost functions of the
whole digestive system, revives flagging
nutrition, and aids in the assimilation

Springs

supply

BrowSeld,

'"nEas t^stoneMur

Bfn*Banfer2
"ln^Bumford

.....

...

FUR COAT
We have a few choice Fur Coats
ieft and have marked them down to
close them out. This is your oppor-

tunity to get
low price.

good

a

44

14

Robes ]

Century Grizzly Bear
$15.00 grade for $12.00.
aoth

Frothinghani,

44

44

44

44

44

44

17.00,

44

$33.00
21.00

44

18.00,

very

19.50
15.00
14.00

44

wool, only $2.19, former price $3.00.
J. F. PLUMMER, I irnUher,

I

ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

_

Telephone 106*3.

i

Dear Friends:

S

Can you

spring

come in

and

soon

see

the

new

line of goods?

we wrote you last we have received
lot of ginghams, most of them are only

Since

CORIE A. THURSTON of Rumford. Petl·
tlon that name be changed to Corle A. Farnum
presented by said Corle A. Thurston.
TIIAXTER P. HUSTON, late of Dlxfleld,
deceased. PetlUon for license to sell and conL. Huston,
vey real estate presented by Fluella
administratrix.
BENJAMIN 3. DOE ETAL minor children
of Benjamin 8. Doe, late of Paris, deceased.

a

large

ioc. per

yard.

Then in shirt waist suitings we have a
Don't leave out a white linen
beautiful line.
dress this summer. Our line is complete from
a fine handkerchief linen to a heavy butcher

Petition for license to sell and convey real estate

presented by Kate H. Doe, guardian.
MERCY W. KILUORE, late of Waterford,

linen.
Last but not least be sure to look at the
new check wool suitings, the correct things

deceased. First and final account presented for
allowance by J. Bennett I'lke, administrator.
W. SCOTT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld, deceased. Petition for order to distribute balance
W.
remaining in his hands presented by Frank
Butler, administrator de bonis non.

for street

wear.

If you wish an evening dress, we would
like to have you glance at the new veilings in
Alice blue, reseida green and cream.
We can also show you a fine line of new

SADIE J. GILPATRICK, late of Hiram, dePetition for the appointment of Caleb
W. Gllpatrlck or some other suitable person as
administrator presented by Caleb W. Gllpatrlck,
ceased.

husband.

for all these goods.
If in need of any winter goods don't
that we are selling them cheap.

LUCY DUNNELLS BRETT, late of Waterford, deceased. Final account presented for
allowance by Edward P. Brett, administrator.
FRED A. ROBINSON, late of Buckfleld, deceased. Final arcount presented for allowance
by Arthur E. Cole, administrator.

trimmings

forget

Sincerely yours,

PETER N. HASKELL, late of Waterford,
deceased. Final account presented for allowance
by Joseph B. Haskell, executor.

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

Norway, Jan'y

MARGARET BROWN, late of Paris, deceased. PeUUon for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by James S. Wright,
executor.
KING COLBATH, late of Porter,
Final account presented for allowance
E. Blckford, executrix.

44

now

25.00,
33 no,

a

Canvas Coats lined with lamb's

South Paris.

PROBATE NOTICE·.
To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parts, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Jan., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and six. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordeked :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Intcrented, by causing a copy of this order U> be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at 8011th
Paris, In said County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of February, A. D. 190β, at 9
of the clock lo tbe forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
GEORGE R. HOLLAND, late of Buckfleld.
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
resented by Charles L. Holland, the executor
lereln named.
ELVA E. STETSON, late of Buckfleld, deceased. Petition that Washington Heald or
some other suitable person be appointed adinlntbtrator presented by Benjamin F. Heald, father.

coat at

price $28.00,

Former

—

OUT PRICES."

W. 0.

DOWN.

MARK

FUR ROBES
AT

ΛΛ. LUKTT,
136 Main St., Norway.

L.
Telephone 18-4.

caused by imperfect digestion.
It Is the only remedy that is so uniformly successful in the cure of stomach
diseases that F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. are
willing to give a guarantee with every
60 cent box of Mi-o-na tablets that the
remedy will cost nothing unless it taures.
They have so much faith in Mi-o-na that
they are willing to take all the risk.

—

slips nicely made,

goods

thoroughly

Break-up-a

h*7®

*"[!, I

CO.

TELL HOW IT MAT BE

One may perhaps get temporary relief
from stomach troublée by using pepsin,
or some other digeetant, but this treat-

things for the little ones?

several styles, 35c. Better grade 50c.
Socks 10c. to 25c.
Bands 25c.
shirts
Little
35c.
$1.00.
and
white, 35c. and
Knit jackets, all white, blue and white, pink
and pink.
blue
with
50c. Little kimonos 50c., white, edged
with
coats
Little
to
different
dresses
Short
patterns 35c. $3.00.
bonnets to match 98c. to $5.00. We take great pains in selecting
and therefore can show an up to date line.
these
Little

to

Medication, The Mormon Octopus,
Lodge.—Regular meeting liter the
A Certain Care for Chilblain·.
social
meeting there will
every Tuesday Evening.
Shake loto your shoes Allen'· Foot-£ase, s of food.
as is substantiated by testimonials from Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
tour with refreshments under the direcIt cures Chilblain·, Frostbite·. Dam p.
Mi-o-na is a pleasant remedy to use,
naval officers now on file at his late Fellows' lia 1, second and fourth Friday Even- ;lon of Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. Dean.
Sowder.
weatlng, Swollen feet At all Druggist· and and benefit is seen from almost the first
ings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
residence.
Allen
Shoe Stores, 28c. Sample Γκκχ. Address,
No. 58, mrets on first and third Friday of each
day's treatment. It restores the torpid
S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
After being mustered out Capt. Dear- month.
Let us resolve that for 1900 we will
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
born came to Locke's Mills. He built a
glands and stimulates tbe natural digestThursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes pray larger prayers; hope larger hopes;
ive secretions. It checks fermentation,
spool mill and taught the operatives to every
of
each
third
Friday
Division, No. 12, meets
Ive larger lives.
and stops germ growth, soothes inflammake spools himself. So many men month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
each month.
mation, and cures all troubles such as
fiockcd to the town to engage in the ind fourth Friday evenings ofmeets
second and
P. of H.—Norway Grange
headaches, backaches, rheumatic pains,
not rents fourth
business that there were
Three states have absolutely prohibSaturdavs of each month at Grange Hall.
furred tongue, sleeplessness, nervousted the manufacture and sale of clgarG. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 64, meets In
enough to supply the demand and new
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening )ttes to
ness, and general debility, which are
houses had to be built.
anybody.
gagements, and

"hi alite

—

SHUBTLEFE Λ

A.

F.

Store.

-

IF SO LOOK AT OUR LINE OF INFANTS' GARMENTS.

KO ONE CAN BE BTBORO WITH A WEAK
STOMACH.

Specialty

-

Do you need any

STBENGTHENED.
The strength of organized
Our work la to promote the cause of
The stomach Is the mainspring of life.
in Maine is placed by Commisarmy
to
Temperanoe, to educate sentiment up
sioner Matthews' figures at 13,798 mem- When it is strong and acts perfectly,
the standard of total abstinence, to train bers.
then the whole system is right, assimilathe
the young, to sate
inebriate,
tion is perfect, and body and brain are
dm to secure the complete banishment
ITCHING PILES.
nourished.

,,

«««

OF LIFE

labor's

What about the Caudleinas day saws,
j
any way ? Uow do they fit the weather
ufcach month.
He continued a very successful busiwe had Friday?
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, MonNobody seems to be
mill
was
his
when
ness
there
until
evening.
187l>,
day
certain just what kind of a day it was.
At a banquet in London, recently, the
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
burned. At a town meeting held at
ord mayor announced Impressively that
New G. A.R. Hall, on the first and third WedThe chairman of the food booth "At
Bryant's Pond, it was voted to build a nesday evenings of each month.
ils wife, his three daughters, hls eldMt
the Sign of the Pink Carnation" asks her mill for
South Paris Council,
Capt. Dearborn and exempt it Ο ϋ. Α. M.—Norway and
1 ion and his daughter-in-law were total
committee to meet her at the ladies' from taxation for 10
at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
years. The follow- No. 10, meets
You don't want that
I ibsUiners.
The temperance cause s
parlor at three o'clock Wednesday after- ing year a large mill was built for him, evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets noving along, even in London, lue
noon.
ake, those cold chills
and he again employed the men who had ■econd and fourth Wednesdity evenings of each
Advance.
month.
over
and
shivers
The monthly
social and business worked for him at Locke's Mills.
Governor Hoch of Kansas, >ay». that
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
In 1884, while some men from Port- meets necoml and fourth Thursday evenings of
meeting of the Methodist Ladies' Aid
>ne of the most hopeful signs of these
tired
that
it
you,
the boiler,
exploded Mich month
Society will meet with Mrs. Lyman land were testing
nodern times is that the commercial
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet* in Ryeras the result of a cold
Merrill Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 and killed two men who had just step- ion hail,
vorld is rapidly arraying itself on the
every Thursday evening, September to
was
a
mill
The
room.
ped into the boiler
o'clock.
the govMay, first ami third Thursday evenings, May to iide of temperance. "This,
and don't want that
total wreck, but it was at once rebuilt September.
ernor remarks, "is not a matter of sentlThe Epworth League will meet in the and Mr. Dearborn had carried on a proscold with all the above
No sleighing and very poor wheeling. nent, it is a matter of business, a cold
church parlor Wednesday evening to perous business since. He always paid
Weeks'
take
Miss Emma Haskell is visiting in Authen
lumber
to
stop
study the life and works of Longfellow. high wages, and it is understood that he Many have been obliged
number of the Union Signal
burn fur a short time.
The official board will meet after prayer- had so left the business that it will be operations owing to the condition of the
TabCold
iargaret Dye Ellis, our Washington
Itemeruber tbe Universalist Fair Feb. meetiog Tuesday.
continued. Frank P. Cole has been roads.
&ure
writes:
warranted
Mr.
for
worke
:orrespondent,
lets,
who
E.
Alice
Russell,
mill since it was built
I'M h and March 1st in New Hall.
Miss Rose Murphy entertained fifteen foreman of the
"As is well known, for the past six
tnd Mrs. E. F. Smith, is home eick with
cure or money back.
in
that
will
remain
lud
position.
at
her
New
nonths the Christian Herald of
Henry II. Maxim of this place has of her friends at a birthday party
ι severe cold.
Capt. Dearborn was a man of integrity
been granted an increase of pension to home last Thursday evening. RefreshSteamed clams, clam chowder, baked fork has been laboring most enqrgeticalAt one time financial rerod honor.
a
a
and
ments
were
served,
very pleasant
*24.00 per month.
with an abundance of pies, cakes y to secure signatures of women to
verses compelled him to make a settle- jeans,
social time was enjoyed.
nemorial to be presented to the Senate,
! ind other food, were served at Concert
for
a
in
at
Kumford
is
creditors
Clifford
his
ment with
percentage,
Mrs. H. A.
the expulsion of Mr. Smoot.
Pharmacist.
Don't forget the Universalist Good but he remembered his moral obligation, 3all, Tuesday evening. The ball was ireing
a while with her father, A. J. Knight,
This memorial, which will
Cheer supper and entertainment at Mid when prosperity came to him again, 1 srowded because all knew that class No.
who is in poor health.
be
will
names
,no
million
preaffixed,
best
of
the
suppers
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
Good Cheer Hall Tuesday of this week, he voluntarily sent every creditor a < ! would provide one
ented early In the year, ι
That "minstrel show" at "Tbe Sign of Feb. 0th.
Supper at 6:30 followed by -•heck for the balance of the amount due 1 )f the season, as they surely did.the Nor- irlate ceremcnies
and
I
classified
be
will
the Pink Carnation'' March 1 and 2, will the farce, "An Automatic Servant Girl." »t the time of the settlement.
of
ball
annual
The twelfth
For his
iound in about twenty-five volumes.
be well worth attending.
A good supper and a good entertainment. workmen he was always thoughtful, and way clerks1 association on Tuesday even"It is expected that a great anti-1
or
ng will be the event of the season,
ready to render them any assistance
traite a party from this village attend- Prices as usual.
lorraon meeting will be held in' Washrhere will be a very large attendance
favor that was needed.
ed the supper and entertainment at the
The only eclipse of the year which is
J»"""*'
Tickets □Eton the last Sunday
xom out of town as usual.
Universalist church at Norway last visible iu this
*Capt. Dearborn married twice and I lave
will addrees
part of the world is a total lurvived
been sold much in advance of for- flien prominent speakers
1
nearest
His
wives.
of
his
both
Tuesday evening.
of the
volumes
moon
next
the
of
the
and
he
Thursday
night,
a
to
meeting,
eclipse
big
relatives are cousins, one of whom is ι ner sales and everything pointe
to their
The regular monthly supper by the or rather, Friday morning. The moon the
;ime. The orchestra concert will be the nemorial will be exhibited prior
He
Mass.
at
Wakefield,
postmaster
iresentatlon to the Senate.
laiiies of the Congregational society will enters the shadow just about 1 o'clock, s
I
by Stearns' Orchestra.
supposed to have left a considerable jest ever given
'«If, following this work of
be given Thursday, Feb. 22d. it will be and the end of the eclipse is just before j istate.
members with their wives
Norway
a little late in the night to
names of women, there Is sent many
un- 5.
That's
he
will
served
be
of
and
ladies'
annual
night
the
will
attend
entirely unique,
The funeral was held on Wednesday.
Nobles of the Mystic iiindreds of brief letters from men to
der the direction of Mr. F. H. Balch, a furnish an excuse for staying in your
Prayer at the house and sermon at the iora Temple,
for the
best girl's parlor till it's all over.
noted caterer.
I
Lewiston,
Friday evening, Feb. enators, urging them toit vote
Universaliet church by Rev. J. H. Little Shrine.
would go far
of Mr. Smoot,
look
formembers
xpulsion
I
)ih.
The
of
the
business
Norway
The twenty-fifth anniversary
; >f South Paris. All places of
The Seneca Club was entertained by
the sentiment
was
evening with great interest oward stengthenlng
movement
Endeavor
Mrs. Tenfold and Miss Jewett at the Christian
j η the village were closed during the ward to this
d In the Senate to bring to pass this
to
rom
1
serthe
attended
year.
Christian
the
workmen
Endeavor., tervice. The
year
home of Mrs. l'enfold last Monday even- observed by
esirable consummation.
Albert C. McCrellis is again at his mill
church | .•ice in a body. Burial was in Lakeside
ing. A sketch of Gen. Ballington Booth Society of the Congregational
"Let me urge that this be looked after
This is
a long sickness for him.
ifter
ι
other
Bothered about seeing the edges
The
church.
the
near
young
Cemetery,
was given by Miss Sue Wheeler, current Friday evening.
t once, and that every senator shall rehe has been confined to
time
;he
first
had
been
the
of
societies
a
?
Well then
and
village
events by the club members,
pa- people's
|
cons :ltu- of your lenses are you
his
from
letters
eive
voting
of
lis house for a long term
years.
and the pastors of the j
reof
"Tories."
Rev. J. E. Budden.
hi
m of the get a
per on Lord Shaftesbury by Miss Eva specially invited,
so
shall
which
nts
of
Impress
a
sickness
Alfred S. Kimball, after
Walker making a very enjoyable pro- four churches sat on the platform. The j
you
eellng in his state that the presence of a lieve this annoyance and
Rev. Jabez £. Budden died at. his ( «η days, has resumed his law practice.
were president of the society, ·' Mies Mertie j
refreshments
which
after
gramme,
lormon Apostle sitting In the highest in
Mrs. Ε. B. Swan of Lynn, Mass., is
There lome in Norway Monday forenoon, Jan.
many other ways.
served, and a most pleasant evening en- Walker, presided at the meeting.
in the nation shall beField of Vision.
il», at the age of 73 years, from the effects netting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Relative body
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ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
cod7—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
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Clearance Sale of Our

thousand

hundred and tlx, tbe following matter I
having been presented for the action thereupon
I
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Okue&ed :
That notloe thereof be given to all persons Inbe
to
order
this
of
a
copy
terested, by causing
three weeks successively in tbe Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
said
In
Paris,
County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Pari*, on the
third Tuesday of Feb., A. D. 190(1, at nine of the
dock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If 1
they see cause :
CHARLES N. PORTER, late of Paris, deceased : will and petition for probate thereof presented ov William A. Porter, tbe executor therein named.
ADDISON E. IIERRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
aloe

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of

CHARLES H. WHITMAN,

)

}

In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt. J
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Distri et Court of the United States for tbe District
of Maine:
H. WHITMAN, of Mexico, In the
Countr of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine,
in said District, respectfully represents that
on tbe 14th day of October, last past, be waa
of
duly adjudged bankrupt under tbe Acta
he haa
Congreas relating to Bankruptcy; that
and rights
his
all
surrendered
property
duly
of property, and has fully complied with all the
of
requirements of said Acts and of the orders
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a fall discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debts aa are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rd day of Jan., A. D. 1906.
CHARLES H. WHITMAN, Bankrupt.

CHARLES

^

STORE8.

BLUE

PROBATE NOTICES.

persons Interested
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, in vacation. In
md for the County of Oxford, on the 27th day
To all

Heavy Clothing.

Some of you have been asking when

Mark Down commenced.

Now. Don't Delay
Day Longer. Take Advantage

Well!
a

our

It's

on

of Our Out Prices.

There's lots of winter ahead, and anything you
now will be a profitable investment.

buy

Don't These Prices Tempt You?
MEN'S SUITS.
$14.00
$18, 17 grades,

$16, 15, 14 grades,
$13, 12 grades,
$10 grades,

$7.50 grades,
$5 gradts,

I
5

12.00

I

1000

5

7-50
5.50
4.00

5

<

5

YOUTHS' AND BOYS*

·$ΙΟ.ΟΟ

$12 Suit®,

7.50
5.50
$4.50, 4.00
3.50, 3 25
2.50

$10 Suits,...
$7.50 Suits,
$5 Suits,

$4 Suite,
$3 Suits,...·

Overcoats, Ulsters,
Odd Trousers, Russian Vests, Lamb Coats, Winter
Underwear at liberal discounts.

Keerers marKea same <t» ou·».
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
Maine, ss.
On this 37th day of Jan A. D. 1906, on readpetition. It laing the foregoing
Ordered by tbe Court, That a bearing be had
on
the 16th day of Feb., A. D.
upon the aame
1906, before said Court at Portland, In aald Disthe forenoon ; and that noIn
10
o'clock
at
trict,
that FUR
tice thereof be publlabed In tbe Oxford DemoIf you have been waiting for the Mark Down before
a
crat, newspaper printed In aald District, and
the largIn
have
We
that all known creditors, and other persons
COAT, NOW'S YOUR CHANCE.
Interest, may appear at tbe said time and place,
left that
Coats
Fur
few
a
tbe
have
We
and show cause, If any they bave, why
est Fur Coat business in our history.
not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should
That
are
the
ordered
Court,
be
convinced
further
It
Is
by
And
on examination you will
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and thla order, adaa
residence
see us.
dressed to them at their places of
District of

buying
just completed

bargains.

•ta ted.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In aald Dlatrict, on the 97th day of Jan.,
A.D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: Tames E. HEWEY,Clerk.

Sleighs !
CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

A

Sleigh

Better

for

Less

—

Money

than you
buy anywhere else in the coun·
can

H. P.

MILLETT,

South Paris, Me.

Compare prices.

Come and

F. H. NOYES CO.,
(2 Stores, )

South Paris,

-

Norway.

Rubbers with Leather Tops.
We have had

a

remarkable sale

on our

LEATHER TOP RUBBERS.
They

are

the best

We still have
inch leg.

a

on

the market and

large line of them.

S,

give satisfaction.
ίο, ι J, 14 and 16

Prices from $2.25 to $3.75.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Telepl&one 11B-8.

CASTOR IA
The KM Ysa Ust* Alvars ln(kt

<*

Λ

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

for busy people, almost m
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
of The Daily
and contains all the most important news
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
have not
If you live in the village or on a farm and
in close toucb
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
cost.
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
with
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, butvou can secure it

GOOD

metropolitan newspaper
good as a daily, and your
Is a

brings

AS

A
DAILY

your

own

favorite local newspaper, Toe Oxford Democrat,

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
NEWTour name and address on a postal card to THE
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

you a free

sample copy.

STAT! OF MAINE·

A LOW PRICE
—-

close

ON

coDKTT or OxroRD.
Couhtt

—

Carpets

Wool
to

Tuasuum's (Mme·,
South Parle, Maine, Jan. 20, 1906.
The following list containing the aggregate
amount of codi allowed In each criminal case a·
au<Uted an<l allowed by the Supreme Judicial
ourt and specifying the court or magistrate that
allowed the same and before whom the case
the
originated 1b published In compliance with
of Section IS of Chapter 1ST of the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.

provisions

State

......—

....

DertUKi
Cross,
Swan,
Klara
Hick ford,

Youog,

........

................

.....................
Shaw,.
Shldall
l)eCo«ler, ailas Russell
Allison étais,
Williamson

MAINE.

Russell,

...

Swan
Brown,

Sour

Crooker
Klagg et al.
Frriand,
Tucker

Stomach

Kodol Digests What You Eat

size, which sells for 50 cents.
by E. O. DeWiTT * 00.. OHIOAOO.

by r. A. Shuttle! Λ Co.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.
F«re $l.SO.

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)
7 P. M.

Cohen,
Tripp,

....
.....

.........

Bennett,

West
<: loutler,
.loues,
Buck.

Unknown

Hopkins,..........

.....

Boan et al

Knox,
Pye
Poland,

...

....

at

DMUKr.

Btarvav

State

τβ.

JOHlfeOM, JUDGE.

Ryan
Roes,
Ryan...

La Plante,
A pa...

Bfckford,.
Swan..

Wheefer

Flat»,....
Slnabelo,
Bean et al,.
Hopkins,....
Ci>nen„

.......

......1......

McMann

BEFOEB NOR WAT MUNICIPAL
H. C. DAVIS, JUDQB.

Oculist,

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. 1st, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.
to 4 p. m.

Examined free.

State

Wentwortli,
BENNKTT,
OILKAD.

BEFORE ALBERT

State

τι.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

va.

BEFORE

State

τ β.

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings st;L
Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

FOLEnHOWET^AR

τβ.

BEFORE

State

τβ.

BROOKS, TRIAL
UPTON.

KKEU

$ 14 001

L. HOWA»D, TRIAL
RIDLON VILLE.

$ 17 351

JUSTICE,

$ 2912

|

TRIAL JUSTICE,

$ 8 071

Beau

BEFORE RERRITT PARSONS, TRIAL JUSTICE,
BUCKPIELD.
State

vs.

$ 15 311

HulUa,

BEFORE LLEWELLTN

A.

JUSTICE,

State

τβ.

WADSWOBTH, TRIAL

H4RAM.

Eiigecomb

...

J

$ 14 30]

UKORUK M. ATWOOD,
Treaaurer of Oxford CountT.

WE WILL START YOU
IN THE

Tea & Coffee Business.

We offer a special opportunity and will start yon
Is a Tea, c one an<l Spice business of your own ;
hundreds h*«e been successful under our co-operation and are now prosperous merchants ; we
a*et-t you and work with you to make you successful ; teat In any quantity 8c to 25c. per pound
for the floest grades ; write for our new 19>* price
list and special Information ; 35 years In business.

NEW YORK, CHINA & JAPAN TEA CO. (IMPORTERS),
Hu&on and Canal Streets, New York City.

age

Is

the

most

deceiving?

the ussessor of taxes the best
Because he never
mau In the world?
underrates anybody.
What is the most wonderful acrobatic feat? For a man to revolve in

JUSTICE,

Bio font,
A. JEWETT,
BETHEL.

Wbut

8

Smith,.,

TIMOTHY

COBudrun* Auiwertd.

431 Sausage.
JUSTICE,
Why is

TRIAL

treatment.

1. A county in western New York.
2. A strait in northern Europe.
8. Used as an Instrument of punishment
4. Underground excavations.
6. An old province of Spain,
β. A city of southern Italy.

7 48
5 96

DELANO,
OXFORD.

—

No. 411.—A Few Cat·.

· 36 53

A.

ending In

Central Syaeopatlona.
No.
L Syncopate pertaining to the sun
and huve to tly aloft
2. Syncopate to excite and have a
beautiful flower.

JU8TICE,

Parnham,
Same,
Same,

BEFORE JOHN

State

TRIAL

Del'oeter, alias Ruesell,.
Bennett*.

HUURt: UKRRY L.

and give my throat α

45 55
13 17
38 50
13 68

Buck

words

—

9 16 88

HoMen,

Fortler

with

the forest I heard
As 1 pussed
s as
the wind
uinoug the
the night were coming. The road was
and I stumbled Into a
very
became
and wet my feet, and my
very troublesome. I thought that when
I would go home
I hud walked

COURT,

Curtis,

State

Nichols St..

τβ.

blanks

ough.

1580
19 96
1121)
1118
12 43
19 03
14 W
13 43
32 34
8 47
25 34
3214
15 06
14 58
26 60
£7 00
8 98
7Γ
12 34
U92
6 22
1018

—

—

represented?

No. -JOU.—M lu lu κ Word·.

# 4 67

Men (ft

Vanuerllp
Mt-Oee,...
Mailljcan,
Roee,

Franklin

J

Fill

his mind.

Why are mountains like invalids?
Because they ure peukish.
What Invitation would be dangerous
and dlsloral to a soldier? One asking
him to dlmier and dessert
What four letters would frighten a
thief? OICU (Oh, I see you).
Key to th· Pumaler.
No. 390.— Metngrnui: 1. ('old. 2. Bold.
3. Hold. 4. Mold. 5. Gold.
No. 390.—Illustrated Rebus: "Comin'
Through the Rye."
No. 307.—Enlgniu: Life.
Hidden Synouyms: Ass.
No. 398.
Burro. Donkey.
No. 39Θ.—Word Square: 1. Ruble. 2.
Union. 3. Bigot. 4. Loose. 6. Enter.
A Tangle of Vines: 1.
Να 400.
Climbing rose. 2. Hop. 3. Ivy (IV). 4.
Trumpet vine. 5. Dutchman's pipe.
B. Matrimony. 7. Morning glory.
No. 401.—Subtractions: 1. P-luck. 2.
—

—

Prick.
No. 402.—Reversed Rivers: 1. Tiber.
2. Obi. 3. Oder. 4. Ohio. 5. Po. β.

Volga.

With large, new building· and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
has the best facilities in the world for
GIVING PULL INPORMATION
young men end women.
Never has there been such a demand
OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.

To

City

"Goodfellow—Say what you will, we
Americans admire commercial integrity.
We all bow to honesty.
Cynicus—Yss, bow to it and paae on.

ΓΟ CURS A COLD IN ONB DAY
for young people who have a thorough rake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
training for business. More than 80 ap- Druggists refund money if it falls to
plications a month are received for Bliss 1 sure. E. W. Grove's signature is on
Street, graduates.
Full information together 1 »ach box. 25c.
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
Bank manager (finding burglar at the
A call at the school will
or town, upon request.
are you up to here?
FALL tafe)—What
convince you of its superiority.
Burglar—O, merely taking a few notes,
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
1 tuv'nor.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any quantity desired.
CAR LOAD LOTS
For Price and Particular· addreae,

A,

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Good looks bring happiness. Friends
for us whin we meet them
rlth a clean, smiling face, bright eyes

are more

iparkling with health, which comes by
«king Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
15 oents.

POTATOES.

BABDINE TOAST.

Remove the bone and skin from some
sardines and rub to a smooth paste with
the yolks-of hard-boiled eggs. Season
with lemon juice. Just before supper
toast some elices of white bread, butter
and spread with the sardine mixture.
Add a bit of lettuce or sprig of watercress if you can.
BSCALLOPED FISH.

Make a sauce of two tablespoonfuls of
flour and one cupful of scalded milk,
stir all together over the fire and when it
thickens add one well-beaten egg. Separate into small pieces or flakes the cold
fleh; putting a thin layer of buttered
crumbs in the bottom of a baking dish,
cover tbem with the pieces of cold fish
and season with salt, pepper and a little
nutmeg. Pour in a layer of sauce and
then fish again, alternating until the dish
is filled, and then cover with bread
crumbs and little pieces of butter scattered over the top. Bake for twenty
minutes.

Don't you

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

The Story the Moon Told

and a revolution.

revolution?"

STATE or HAIXE.
1
OXFORD. 88:
Court of County Commls-doBer*, December Mi·
nlon, A. D. 1905, hoi·! at Pari*, within and fur 1
the eald County of Oxford, un the last Tuesday
of December, A. D. IMS, being the 30th day of
•aid mouth.

J

hie arm around her."
"Arm?" Interrogated Bill.
"Well, I suppose I should say wing,"
"And," be
said the uioon, smiling.
continued, "I heard him say to her: 'Oh,
Miss Speckle, you are my tootsey woot-

sicken,

Little Early Risers. These famous little
lis relieve headache,
constipation,

Ciiliousness, jaundice, torpid
liver, sallow
Risers.
Little
complexion, etc. Try

Early

Mix two and one-half oupfuls of rolled F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
one cupful of sugar, two eggs,
Boy—P-p-pplease, I want a tooth out
(yolks and whites beaten separately),
one tablespoonful of melted butter, two
Dentist—Tes, that's all right; but
teaspoonfuls of baking powder, a level what do all these other kids want?
Boy—Well, you see, sir, they paid me
saltspoonful of salt, and one teaspoonful
of vanilla. Drop on buttered baking- a cent apiece ter see me have it pulled.
pans, leaving space between the little
Just a little Kodol after meals will recakes to allow for running, and bake.
lieve that fulness, belching, gas on stomBANANA SOUFFLE.
ach, and all other symptoms of indigesKodol digests what you eat, and
macaroons tion
Line a glass dish with
(either the nut or oatmeal kind). Whip enables the stomach and digestive organs
Take two or to perform their funotions naturally.
some oream ver? stiff.
three bananas and push them through a F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
fine sieve, and without delay mix them
"There is nothing so satisfactory aa a
with the cream. There should be an
conscience."
equal quantity of banana pulp and cream clear
"No," answered Senator Sorghum;
(before it is whipped.) For a cupful of "and
the next beat thing is a good laweach a quarter of a cupful of sugar will
be needed. Heap this in the center of
the dish and garnish the top with canMethusala was all right, you bet
died cherries and halves of blanched
For a good old soul was he,
klmonds.
They say he would be living yet,
Had betaken Rooky Mountain Tea.
APPLE FLOAT.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Peel six big apples and slice them.
Put them in a saucepan with jast enough
Teacher—And if your father earned
•rater to oover them and cook until
and your mother took away |4 from
|5
tender. Then pat them through a colanwhat would that make? Hiramit,
of
and
ier and add the grated rind
juice
Trouble.
stir
and
to
sweeten
balf a lemon,
taste,
>p a trace of nutmeg. Fold in the stiffly A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
beaten whites of four ego, and put the
Itehing, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Serve witn whipped or Pile·.
iish on ice.
Druggists are authorised to reoream.
plain
fund money if Paxo Ointment faila to
sure in β to 14 days. 60 cents.
PARISIENNE.

λ atom
wen

of any harmful

drug,

and it

has]

each half

on a

sponge

my tin

pail.

coring ooughs, oolds, croup and ι1 sake, sprinkled lightly with orange juloe
Have yon been betrayed by promisee
rhooping oough so long that it has,' md either orange or peach marmalade,
I tome kind of homemade jam would do if quacks, swallowed pills sad bottled
iroven itself to be a tried and true
friend,
ο the manv who use.
No need to fear | < ta wall. Cover the apple with a me- neaiolD· without results exoept a
f your ehfld choking from oronp with < Ingue and some ohopped almonds and set iamaged stomach. To those we offer
86
tee Minute Coagh Core handy. Sold I η the oven to brown delioately. Serve 1 Sollister'a Rocky Mountain Tea.
rithar hot or ootd.—3to.
mo to, 7. A. Shurtlaff A Co.
yf.i. ghaitlw I Oo.

neas and Rest.Contains neither

OS
ing

Ρ
S.

Φ

§S

I

Ρ~φΛ± SmJi"

I

Worms .Convulsions,Feverishand Lose or Sleep.

ness

Signature of

Facsimile

NEW YOHK.

2

•77 50

P.

Bartlctt

an

500
200
200

w

Paroid

$1200 $27 CO

100
200
160
ϋβ

β 90
6 90

200

4 80

200
700
200
120

4 βο
16 10
4 60
2 76

Township
the Black Brook
ONrepairing
townthlp, and

Letter "C" for the

road,

purpose of
so called,

also the "Carry
lying
Koau", so called, wblcn lies In said township,
the sum of four hundred and ten dollars and
seventy-live cent· la assessed as follows:
in said

C

i
Iο

s

*
ο

It will save you
on
"Buildiiig Economy."
Don't take a cheap imitation. Get the genuine—
the roof that lasts. A complete rooting
kit in every rolL

and book

H«i·, an I age.
The co .t is

«

m

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

AGENTS,
South Paris,

Co-operation

Money Saver.

a

i

u

local

η

tural

s

«

weekly

family publication.

the law

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
60

Patents
Disions
Copyrights Ac.

requires.

0

Scientific American.

directe.

I

ι

^
400

im

4 00

1S

1M

im

90
50
50
ÎOO

50
50
50
200

Allien

Ug.C.i. ΛΜκ*,

p.r. ω 1.

Mr,. 6 r. Brown, pirt 10» 1,
SO
R. 4.
Kletcber I. Bean.partlot 1. R.4, 10
5
D. O. Bennett, part meadow lot,
100
Uoscoe F. Cross, lot5, R.β,

Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at

MAINE. I

special
to

us

contract en-

furnish both

of these papers one yeai
for $1.75, but if subscrib

separately the
price is $2.50.

ed for
ular

Send all orders

to

reg

Th<

Democrat, South Paris

Maine.

Your
on a

City, published weekly,
thoroughly

and add re*
Geo. W

name

postal

to

Best, Tribune Farmei
Office, New-York City
will

pi»*

cultural family paper.

bring

you

a

free

sam·

copy.

Always Remember the Fall Name

Quinine

1 .axative Rromo

Cures a Cold in One Day, Crip in Two.
on

Bob,

25c*

FINE RESIDENCE FOR SALE

FOR SALE.

In

Norway, known

an

the

Second quality, dry, hard wood,
ill round, good size, $3 50 per cord,

JOHN L. HORNE STAND,
Recently occupied as a Home for Aged Women
two »torj

round.

the

ro<le

large

Lot ÎOO feet
<teep,
This is η good trade. dwelling andfront,
delivered.
ell end Mub'e connected, 12 room·
cold water, plenty of fruti
Also later, second quality green, all steam heater, bot and
Will be sold for less than btU

oo

E. W. PENLEY,
A. K. JACKSON.

23

and shade tree*.
original cost.
FBEEXAlfD HOWE, Beat Estate Agtni,
Norway, Maine.

QUAKER

RAjN(jJ^

•7775
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
9rant Is appointed Agent to superintend the
sxpendlturc of the same and Is required to give
tond as the law direct·.

Plantation for the

of

purpoee
repairthe road In said Plantation running up
0'theIngRiley
place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
ο

be sum of one hundred and four dollar· and
ieventy-nlne cent· la assessed as follow· :

!

lis

I

ι

3eo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma1000
son lots 6.7, 8 4 9, R.1,
Same owners, balance of townthe
AndroInto
ship draining

Spruce,

80
50

100

I

PEELED PULPWOOD.

50
50

25
R 6.
Som'l W. Potter. 8. Β. 1-41, R.6, 25
John W. Bennett, Ν. W. 14 4,
υ
Ik 7
Brown, A. W. Stile.
^
100
Henry Stiles, homestead,

•

Wanted.

A
ables

DEMOCRAT fills the

superior

Ν

MweyfOTsecarnigjy^it

(«rit frm. Oldest
Patent* taken through Munn A Co. noilve
ipecUU nolle* without charge, ta the

his

run

THE OXFORD
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
v/ so much of tbe County road leading from
for local news.
bill
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
follows:
sum of fifty dollars Is assessed as
THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acres, exclusive of
of
T.
U.
Coe
and owned one-third by
has
public lots,
ER, New-York
Bangor, and two-thirds by David Plngree, Ann
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
a
as
land
in
the
no
practbe Hum of fifty dollars; and Bennett Morse
of Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the
same and Is required to give bond as ihe law
tical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated agriΝ

fuR.7,

YORK|

good agricul-

up-to*date

$7.491

Sow-NEW

a

He can't

regular price

operation

measurement!

Herald

newspaper and

own

which saves the farmer money,
hereby ordered that the tax assesed
against (he Union Water Power Co ($108JO) be
said
townBrook
Boadln
Black
on
tbe
expended
and gives him two papers every week for
ship, and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus
is appointed Agent to expend tbe same and is
one year, filled with all news of local interest,
required to give bond.
Tho tax assessed against Coe etals, ($302.25) to
ideas in modern and sucin
all
said
townand
Road
be expended on the Carry
ship, and Albert A. Jenne of Roxburv Is apas
bond
Is
to
and
give
cessful farming.
required
pointed Agent,
It Is

Ι

BROADWAY

'**

■<r<.

>

ON

R. H. MACY® CO..

Maine.

EVERY intelligent farmer need» hie

Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpose
made of fine quality shower
tbe only County road therein,
of
proof ilia·· rial in oxford, tan and olive; the sumrepairing
of seventy-seven dollar· and seventydouble bie.i: .cd froût, with stitched side live cents Is assessed as follow· :
v.'n·; with cloth covered butpl-iit,
tons: the 1··ι. k is brought snug to the
at
waist line by stitched l>ox and
8·
3
figure
ε
side plaits: Hat collar trimmed with four
S
1ri
m
*
i
S
rows of silk soutache braid; full sleeves,
It
>
fc
H
Ο
Ο
p ..lied at wrist, with braid trimmed, turn
R.
4
lot
Leforest
7,
two
Connor,
3,
all
flap
pockbelt
back cuff;
around;
175 $ 000 $ β 00
B. 1-2 of 4, R. 7.
et s: full sMirt; lengths, m to bu incnes.
Allison Brown, W. l-2of 4, Κ.7,
600
6 00
100
...
E.
R.
1-4
of
4
S.
S,
7,
Price,
M. K. Chandler, 8. Ε. 1-2 of 5,
When on'" r'rv?. state bust
R. 7, 4 8. W. 1.5 of 5, R. 7, A
500
5 00
100
and skirt Ii-nsth.
1-2 of β, R. 7,
Wo will promptly and cheerfully refund Est. A. S. Bean, lots 1 & 2 In R.
If
5, and parte of lots 3,4,5 A 6,
your money upon return of the coat
R 5, 4 A 9, R. 6, ami 4, R. 8.
not In every way satisfactory to you.
and'N. E. 1-4 1, R. 6, aud lot 7
This Is our rule with all goods purchased
aid part of 6 In R. 7. 725 «500 35 00
from us.
C. 8. Edward· Est., lots 8 4 9,
400
4 00
175
Send for our January Special Muslin
R. β
Underwear Sale catalogue. Mailed free EU Peabody and H. P. Wheel500
5 00
180
R.
4
3.
lots
our
mall8,
not
on
er,
are
1,2
If
you
vpnn irqufnt.
Joelah Connor, Ν. W. 14 lot 5,
Ins list, write us today. Our Spring and
η 7.
13
17o
1 ift
Summer Catalogue will be Issued early in
200
2 00
Ralph' W. Bean, lots 2 4 3, R. 8,200
March, and you should not fall to have a Fred L.Edward·,loti, R-7,
M
50
*»
50
50
D. A.Farwell.N. W.1-41.R.6, 25
copy. Address Room 301.
Fmnk Farweli Est., 8. W.l-41,

Spécial

money.

Water Power Co, of
Lcwlston, dam, lot and buildwithout either of
200 $7000 $108 SO home or farm succeesfnlly
ings,
T. U. Coe, one-third, David Pinthem.
grec, A nu Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. Peabody. twothirds of remainder of said
A combination of the two, at a cost not
township except public lots, 19000 19600 302 25
of one, is cofrom the
far
$410 75
Union

The storm coat lias become α necessity
to every woman. The service performed
by tlicm is double that of any other sarment In your wardrobe. They are Indispensable for rainy weather and are the
proper weight for early spring wear, and
these we offer this week are not only
serviceable, but stylish, handsome coat*
Only
suitable for wear in any weather.
those who have worn the over-all coat
can appreciate its utility and value.
We do not know of reliable, well cut,
well made shower proof coats ever having bcea sold for less than $12. We have
been fortunate enough to secure 700 coats
as illustrated above at a remarkably low
the
wanted
manufacturer
price —the
money; he offered them at about half the
the
Is
took
usual price: we
them—yours

ϋ

<

Roofing

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
ίο you what the
any one can lay it. Let us prove
genuine Paroid Hoofing will do.
Send for Free Sample

b

300
300

only knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

If you

now

a

?
>

6

Ζ

And it le hereby ordered that the tax assessed
against (.'has. Chase, Preston F. Austin, F. A,
Lovfjoy, Henry W. Dunn. Andrew Abbott
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett ani'
Henry Abbott, George R.Smith, and Ε. I. Brown
together with $269.12 of the taxes of the Interna^
tional Paper Cumpany, amounting In all to
$86158, be expended upon the road leading
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln Fuller or
Upton is appointed Agent to expend the same
and is required to give bond as the law directs
And the balance of said tax assessed against tho
International Paper Company, amounting to
$60.00, be expended upon the Black Brook road,
and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus is
appointed agent to expend the same, and
required to give bond as the law directs.

Handsome Storm Coats.

IMA

EXACT COPY or WBAfiBER.

And
plus Is

Mrs. Charles

A Special Lot of Ladies'

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConstipa-

Ποη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

3
s
>
f*
Α
ft
Henry W. Dunn, part of home1
100
125
* 25
$
stead,
125
1 25
100
C. Δ. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co.,
6200
7500
75 00
balance of township,
O

of

jèjmtfoufi-siNunnraiBi

dollars

s

<

Signature

not "Narcotic.

Andover West 8urplos, for the purpose of
repairing that part of the County road leadfrom Andover Corner to Upton which lies

In said Surplus the sum of seventy-seven
and fifty cents Is assessed as follows :

Bears the

Opium,Morphine norMioeraL

225
5 18
Henrv Abbott, lots No. 31432, 180
200
4 Ι160
George K. Smith, timber lot,
Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
8 621
300
375
lot
and
on Sawyer Brook,
I
International Paper Co., Ε.
500
11 501
Plummer lots 43. 44, 45 A 46, 400
International Paper Co., Iota
40,41,42,47,48, and Marston
800
1000
23 001
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township .except
9900 12375 284 621
public lots,

Ε. H. PIKE,

ι wt

County Commissioner* for the Countv
Oxford, In the month of 8eptember, A. D.
190», a* provided by lair, made actual in*pe< tlon
of the County roads duly located and open for
travel lying In unincorporated town«hli>< and
tracta of land hereinafter mentioned In said
County, for the purpose of aaoert .lulng the condition of aald road* and estimating the amount
needod to put the same In repair ao as to lie *afe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on said Inspection that said roads were nut
In good repair an<i not aafe and convenient for
tax ehould
purposes of public travel and that a
be assessed on said lands for the repair of said
roads therein; they do therefore on the 2Mh dav
of December, A. D. 1905, adjudge and unler that
the following sums be assessed and the same are
hereby assessed upon the following lands 1 unincorporated townships and tracta of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
ear
the ronds passing through them during the
190b, to wit :

to me.'

aay station.
APPLES A LA
Naggera—Have yon forgotten
in
Pare several sour apples, ont them
Mrs. Krusty—Those horrid boys tied a
bat this is oar twenty-fifth anniversary?
lalves crosswise and remove the cores. Un pall to a poor dog'a tail and then
Naggers (wearily)—No. I've not for- 3ook them with one
of sngar to sbaaed him 10 blocks. I'm
oapfnl
going to
gotten, but I've forgiven.
>neoupfalof water, taking care tore- have 'am arrested. Mr*. Askitt—Was It
1 ainthe
and
the
Drain
apples
shape.
One Minute Coagh Cure oontains not
four dog? Mrs. Krusty—No, but It was WEST PARIS,
round of stale
Mrs.

ί^ΙΙΙΙΙΗΙΙΙΙ™^

ON

V·· Tn.l·

gripe

Always Bought

SurHenry W. Dtujn ofto Andover North
superintend the exappointed Agent
to law and la
the
same
nf
according
penditure
required to givo bond as the law directs.
•ey! Tuk, tuk, tuk-aw!'
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
way lead"And she replied: 'How sweet of you!
repairing so much of the County
"
Andover Corner to Upton as lies within
from
ing
Tuk, tuk, tuk-aw-say-so.'
of
the Black
much
so
also
and
said Surplus,
"Didn't you laugh?" asked Bill.
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Sureleven dollars
and
hundred
of
four
sum
the
plus,
"Well, rather," said the moon, "for and
fifty-eight cents Is assessed aa follow#!
he said, Ί hope, dear, thnt your houseas
aud
sweet
as
will
be
bill
keeping
small as your own when you present it
«

from Catarrh sufferers
atomizers have resulted in
Liquid Cream Balm, a new and convenient form of Ely's Cream Balm, the
only remedy for catarrh which can alwaya be depended on. In power to allay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged
air-passages, to promote free, natural
breathing, the two forms of Cream Balm
are alike.
L<quid Cream Balm is sold by
all druggists for 75 cents, including
Mailed by Ely Bros., 56
tube.
spraying

They

MACAROONS.

GOT FBOZEH FAST.

in the sleighing parties, when whom
should I sec but old Miss Speckletop
aud Mr. Shanghai sitting on the top
rail of the fence around the ten acre
lot They were as close to one another
as they could get without taking off
their coats, and I noticed that he had

What comes after a

Cook the meringue on a slightly and strengthen the stomach, liver and
buttered plate for a moment and then bowels. This is the universal verdict of
place it over the fruit. Decorate the the many thousands who use DeWitt's
the

The Kind You Have

THE

use

Π7·»·>

For Infanta and Children.

of

Many requests

who

CASTDRIA

1903.

Promotes Digestion jCheerful·

"What do you think will come next?"
asked one Russian official.
"I don't know," answered the other.
"My vocabulary is about exhausted.
We've had a strike, a riot, an insurrection

FRUIT
la Um For Over SO Tear·.
Ike Kind To· Have Uwayi Boofht.
For this attractive dish any kind of
stewed fruit may be used. Heap it into
the center of the dish and cover it with a
Hardup—I'll never go to that resmeringue. Oranges are particularly nice taurant
again. The last time I was there
served in this way. Cut up the oranges
a man got my overcoat and left his in its
and free them from the pith and skin
and seeds, sweeten with sugar, and mix place.
Weloff—But the proprietor wasn't to
Make a
one or two bananas with them.
was he?
meringue with the stiffly beaten white of blame,
Hardup—No, but I might meet the
an egg and a tablespoonful of powdered
other man.
■agar. If a large quantity of fruit is
used you will need an extra egg and
but cleanre
or
never

OATMEAL

September 28,

Dear Sirs :—
I have used the True "L. F." At-1
wood's Bitters for nearly a year for my
little girl. She used to have worms and
tbe would be sick three or four days at a
"I'll toll you α good 0110." said
In time. I began the use of the True "L.
moon to little Bill, as Lo lacked
after F." Medicine and she has not had a
through his window one niglit
spell since.
Bill had been tuekefl snugly Into hud.
Yours truly,
"Wish you would." cried Hill eagerly.
MRS. IDA M. NASON.
"Well," began the moon, with the
Clinton, Me.
usual manner of one about to toll a
Children who do not thrive on good
good story. "I was shluing iny brightest on the snow, which was as white food ehould be watched for worms.
do- Use small doses of "L. F." until
as your sheets uud more sparkling,
you
for get results.
ing iny best to make a good night
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitter·,
the skaters on the pond and tbe lovers
35 cents.

If you bave
indigestion take Eodol Dyspepsia Cure.
It will relieve you. Rev. W. E. Hocutt,
South Mills, N. C.. says: "I was troubled
with chronic Indigestion for several
years; whatever I ate seemed to cause
heartburn, sour stomach, fluttering of
my heart, and general depression of
mind and body. Mv druggist recomI
mends Eodol, and it has relieved me.
can now eat anything and sleep soundly
at night."
Eodol digests what you eat.
F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.

MEBINOUE.

dish with sections of oranges around
base of the meringue.

Po!K»

library

hung

Mr. Emerson Parke—Waldo seems to
have a bad cold.
Mr·. Emerson Parke—When it began
to grow cool be neglected to put on hie
CBEAMBD LOBSTER.
hi·
Melt four tablespoonfuls of butter heavyweight spectacles instead of
with three tablespoonfuls of flour and summer eyeglasses.
add salt and pepper. Pour in one and
A man who had rough horny hands
one-half cupfuls of milk and stir until
made them soft aQd smooth with Witch
creamy, then add one cupful of lobster
Hazel Salve, but he used the genuine—
meat and one cupful of canned peas from
the name "E. C. DeWitt
which every drop of liquor has been that bearing
For sores, boils, cuts,
drained. Bring this just to the boiling A Co. Chicago."
burns, bruises, etc., it has no equal, and
point and serve.
affords almost immediate relief from
blind, bleeding, itching and protruding
BANANA BLANC-MANGE.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Rub two ounces of corn starch to a Piles.
smooth paste with a little cold milk.
Lady—But why don't you get work if
Boil not quite one quart of milk and two
you can? Larry—Wot, me? an* so many
ounces of sugar together, flavoring with
unemployed ! Why, I'd happen be keepin'
Add the corna teaspoonful of vanilla.
I couldn't do it,
some one out of a job.
starch stirring all the time, and the
lidy.
yolks of two eggs. Cook this for five or
Cut
ten minutes, not neglecting to stir.
Important to Mother·.
two bananas in thin slices and mix with
Bnmtne carefully iwry bottle of CASTORIA,
the other ingredients. Cool this slightly
a safe and sue remedy for iafsats sad children,
and pour into a mould. When ready to
and aee that it
serve turn from the mould and decorate
with halves of bananas and candied cherries.
Signature of

sugar.

Liitlt

Don't deceive yourself.

oats,

All old-time Cough Syrups bind the
bowels. This is wrong. A new idea
was advanced two years ago in Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar. This
remedy acta on the mucous membranes
nf the throat and lungs and loosens the
bowels at the same time. It expels all
sold from the system. It clears the
throat, strengthens the mucous membranes, relieves coughs, oolds, croup,
irhooping cough, etc. Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
FILL

STUFFED

Expels Worms

ΛηΙητΑΙ Story For

ft
O
"But," said the moon, laughing, "they
Chas. Chase, It. L. Morton
sat so long with their beaks together
homestead,
"Amaryllis," declares the husband, a that
F. Austin, homestead,
they got frozen fast to one an- Preston
H. A. Lovejoy, homestead,
desperate gleam coming Into his eyes,
on
still
were
I
sot
when
and
they
Chas: Chose, xtandlng timber
"if you read that thing to me, I swear other,
on same,
It doesn't pay to be too
I'll get that old picture we had taken in the rail.
Henry W. Dunn, old S. Lamed
which you insisted upon resting one spoony. Good night."—St. Louis Posthomestead,
band on my shoulder and holding one of Dispatch.
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
Andrew
Abbott, lots No.22A23,
it
have
my hands in your other one, and
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
1"
in the
framed and
1
me

and bake in the oven until sufficiently
cooked. Cut each one in two, scoop out
the interior carefully so as not to break
the skin; beat it very smooth and light
with salt and pepper and one ounce of
butter, also the yolk of an egg to every
three potatoes; so if you take six potatoes use the yolks of two eggs. If you
have any cold meat on hand (cold veal,
pork or lamb is the best) mince it finely
and season. Into the
empty potato
shells, put first a spoonful of the prepared potato, then a spoonful of the
minced meat and then pile up with the
potato, put a tiny bit of butter on top.
Place in the oven and brown. Serve immediately with parsley on top.

What Island in the Pacific ocean is
here

before we were married.
want me to read it to you?"

moved._

Choose half a dozen round potatoes of
equal size, wash them perfeotly, clean

40K—Geographical Paul·.

No.

γwv·

Ο. WILLARD

Tardlff,

High

lurlform

...

A ah
Peltier
Cloutler,

&

au

....

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Eyes

Connecting Words.—Top.

ΛΟ

Birmission

onion in two

elastic liuid; bottom, a bolt.

BfcFORK Sl'PRlMli JUDICIAL COURT,
rttAVfcKSK JURIES, 1MJ5.
$ 6 60
state vs. Hi in
14 89
Ross
24 OU
Derllltto,
71 16
Kl η fori.
45 94
Aua
8 29
Η trains,
13 40
Collins,
34 10
LaPlante,
19 22
Tucker...
5 40
R. Davis
20 30
F. K. Davis et ate*.
«2
Doug'ass,
4 32
Rohblus
14 30
Callendo
36 3n
Croes,
37 15
West
73 06
Knox,
15 86
Williamson,
5 12
Tucker,
74
22
Young,
10 90
Cohen,
1
74
Pye
36 90
Buck.
23 70
DeCoster alias Russell,
13 52
Poland
506 00
Day et al
19 92
KUra et al
10 68
McMann
10»
Ash
8 22
Russell
13 73
Wentworth,

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

A. m.

an

4. Genuine.

7 22
21 37
7 22
3> 86
43 30
27 48
11 22
13 44

La 3-1 le

steamers

hours, 10:3ο

awful good old ho
On that you may depend.
Fill blanks with names of boys.
And he's

...

oniy. S 1.00 Size holdm« 2H times the trial

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

....

fountain...

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervou»
ness. headache, constipation, bad breath,
feneral debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to indigestion.
Kodol cures indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Ball, of Ravenswocd. W. Va.. says:—
I was troubled with sour stomach for twenty years.
Kodol cured m· and we are now using It In milk
lor baby."

SoKl

....

F. K. Davis et aU
Ulnford
Bennett.

Roach

Onnood-Dnytona

tablespoonful
was given without demur.
tablespoonfuls of butter for
e said but very few words; the Baron
Ave minutes, then add two tablespoonfuls
also did not think much comment was
1β M
of flour and one cupful of gravy or stock.
21 64
but was somewhat startled by
Simmer fora few minutes until quite necessary,
42 06
a prompt verdict of acquittal.
No. 44)7,-Ceufctrd Square·.
44 02
thick and smooth and season to taste.
"What was it," he afterward inquired,
6 52
ooooo Strain and add two cupfuls of turkey or
3664 00000
"tliat Mr. L— said to the jury?"
aside
ooooo chicken, cut in small pieces. Set
47 tig ooooo
Oh, he just said, 'This case, gentle14 48
ooooo where it will keep hot for a few minutes,
lies in a nutshell. Tou see your17 6t oo-ooo
ι ht η turn out on a buttered platter. men,
ooooo
27 98 ooooo
selves exactly how it stands. The judge
in
Make
a
few
nest-like
it, is an
depressions
136 43
Englishman, the prosecuting coun5 84 οοοο····ο····οοοο drop in each two or three oysters, season
sel is an Englishman, the complainant is
····
1406
····
with salt and pepper and sprinkle bread
6 02
But you are Welsh,
an Englishman.
····
····
crumbs over all.
Place in a hot oven
30 06
and I am Welsh, and the prisoner is
·*··ο····
6 88
until the oysters begin to curl.
Welsh. Need I say more? I leave it all
78 32
27 06
ENGLISH CHICKEN SALAD.
to you.' "
Upper Left Hand Square.—1. Coura45 68
It is scarcely necessary to mention,
4.
Use individual dishes like small china
946 geous. 2. Λ bird. 3. To turn aside.
80 74 A stanza. 5. To go in.
saucers or glass sauce plates, and in them says the writer of "Some Legal Reminis49 73
cences," that Baron Bramwell did not
Lower Left Ilaud Square.—1. Sound- put first some pieces of broken lettuce,
17 97
allow the experiment to be repeated of
11 47 ed. 2. Territory. 3. Close at band. 4. very highly dressed with oil, vinegar,
the jury in a language which
14 64
pepper and salt. Next a slice of tomato addressing
2 70 Apparel
fresh or canned.) On this place he did not understand.
(either
3 62
Upper Kight Hand Square.—1. Evi- a little heap of chopped cold chicken,
5 10
a roof.
Retaliation.
10 20 dent. 2. To depart 3. I'urt of
just the white meat if you have enough,
15 52 4. Tu
if not add the dark. Make some mayonprevent. 5. Iteiwses.
"John, dear," says the fond wife, "I
40 24
Lower Uigbt Huud Square.—1. A noise sauce and pour over all. Garnish was rummaging through au old trunk
47 98
9 6n
body. 2. Add. 3. Surface. with olives cut in half with the pit re- to-day, and 1 found a poem you wrote to
heavenly
129 91

Hlxgtns

Comer Main and Danforth Sts..

Prepare*

8 10
13 9Î

H 92
14 W

Mvllgan,.....
Callendo,
Apa.
Robbing*.
R. Davis,

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

» 34 38

LsPlante,
Boss,
Tucker.
Collins,

vs.

odd patterns and clean

out

aUPKKHB JUDICIAL COURT,
URAXD JUST, 1906.

BKl'ORK

up stock.

Bottles

Beach.
(Florida TUnee-Ualon.)
The Ormond-Day ton» beach la entirely
Oenwoedenee w lople· et lawe* louw hkV
from the northern
U sofldtedTAddzws : Editor Bomiuxh' different in formation
beaches. or, In fact, any other beeoh In
Ooumv, Oxford Demoern. Parts. Mil»·.
the world. It· nnd ia compoaed largely
of the ahella of the ooauina olam, peculDainties for Sunday Night Tes.
iar to thla part of Florida.
The Sunday night tea, inmost houseNo. 403.—Pi.
Thia shell ia abont one-half an loch
monototo
a
be
to
holds
at
very
least,
apt
long and very thin. For agee Nature baa
No. 1 contains three words all signithe
week
after
Week
nous (east
family
been rolling them up, waahing them
fying men of bad character; Noe. 2, 8 site down to cakes and preserves and back into
the aarf and pulverising them.
and 4 each signify men Of good charperhaps cold meat or potato salad, with Examined under the mlcroacope each
in
the
acter.
only once in a white a change
particle ia round, unfit for mortar, build·
1. llgacllovhraslarna.
menu.
Now, when there are so many era aay, beoauae ita smoothness prevents
ana
delioions
2. r h ο e.
comparatively Inexpensive,
it from hold Ins together; yet, atrange to
easily made dishes appropriate for this contemplate, the very moment a wave
8. femerror.
it is a pity not to have a more leaves the wet,
soft beacb,
meal,
4 tantUporpllhh.
apparently
varied fare, for variety, after all, is the these round particle·
aettle down into
spice of life. The following exoellent almost a cement aa hard aa aaphalt, beNo. 40t-RlidI«BCN«.
recipes will therefore fill a long-felt yond the comprehension of one who has
In hail, but not In rain;
want
never aeen it
In loss, but not in sain;
1UB80LETTE8 OP CHICKEN.
In sorrow, not in pain;
Surely it muat have been intended for
In Abel, not in Cain;
Pill one cap with chopped oold chick- the automobile, for, regardleea of weathIn early and In late;
en.
Cook two onnoes of rice in one-half er conditiona, there la no mud, no duet,
In love, but not In hate;
pint of weak stock nntil the rioe has ab- tires are never heated, owing to the
In less, but not in great.
sorbed the liquid; then cook a slice of molature, and an explodod tire ia unMy whole does name
onion in two ounces of butter without known. Here too, the great dangers of
An American writer known to fame.
allowing it to brown, add one ounce of road and track raoing are entirely elimiflour and a saltspoonful of salt Cook nated and man can never build a road as
1Two Famoni Mob.
No. 40S
until well blended and pour In one-half hard and smooth. Repairs are unnecesL Man in cab or hall.—An American.
pint of milk, or good stock or tomato sary, as twice each 24 houra the beach ia
2. Ο leap noon bean trap.—A Frenchpuree as may be most convenient. Stir entirely rebuilt by the tides. Immense
man.
until it boils, then remove the onion and holes may be dug, but the next tide
add one-half cupful of this sauce to the hides every trace.
No. 40tt^-£dactled Hors· Puai·.
Being almost level and with an average
ohopped chicken. Into the rest of the
Here is an **ucated horse.
sauce stir the rice or sufficient of it to rise ana fall of only two feet nine inches
He's leur··· as can be;
balls.
it
into
to
form
make it possible
at extreme low tides, this beach is from
He's cousin to a donkey.
Add the beaten yolk of an egg. Turn 300 to 500 feet wide, and can be used
Though he can't b···, you see.
both the rice mixture and ohicken out on from two hours after until two hours
Although he's very ·*·*ίυ1.
plates and set aside to coo); then form before high tide, thus Riving an average
He plays the ban·· well;
the rice into balls with the hands, in the of seven to eight hours for automobiling
flutethe
Some day perhaps he'll play
top of each make a hollow and fill with some part of each day.
That only ***e can teU.
the chicken, covering with the rice. Roll
Too Smart for Judge.
twice in fine sifted bread crumbs and
He's quite fond of ***atoes—
beaten egg and allow to stan<Hor a time.
In fact, all kinds of food.
When Baron Bramwell was once sitting
I tell you he's a *^dy
Fry in deep fat and decorate with a sprig on the Crown side on the South Wales
When he's not in bad mood.
of celery.
circuit, counsel for the defense In a certain case asked leave to address the jury
TURKEY OB CHICKEN NE8T8.
There's ***al blood In Dandy;
in Welsh. The cAse being a simple one,
Ho lives down by the ·*Μ.
of minced
Cook one
Th·

HOMEMAORS' COLUMN:

scoirgln river north of Berlin

ι

$2000 $7 00

5000
2820
Fall·, Ν. H.,
100
100
Bat··, 12 lot 9, R. IS,
Demerltt 4 Hall, tor Ingalla
600
400
homestead,
Bat. of Alonso Flfleld, homee'd, 800 1000
900
860
A
1.
Twaddell,
1000
tollman N. Llttlehale. homee'd, 600
75
Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 loti, B.8, 60
M
900
». F. LIUleba'e, homestead,
200
200
RTm. C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15,
900
200
leth Walker, lot 8. R. 9,
Hasting· Brothers, lot 9, R. 15,
100
275
and 1-9 lot 9, R. lk,
International Paper Co., bal. of
18045
18945
loto,
public
township except

rrue

i
17 60
85

S10
8 60

191

8 50
9$
70
70
70
98

6810
•1047»

And Stillman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
a appointed Agent to acperintend tbe expendlure of said tax and la required to give boad m
he law directe.
And it la

hereby ordered that

said ssseetmeat

publlahed aa the law requires.
RANDALL L. TAYLOR,) County Comr'a
of tbe
EDWARD P. FAUNCB,
DBAN ▲. BALLARD,
J County of Osted.

w

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
to

Dn

remove

as

they

without bolts

50 cts.Dow" "d 50 cts.. w..k.«

}

X

°°ΪΕΜμΓι. WHXTMAJT, Otek. I

are

Varlaty Stort, Norway.

put

